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Abstract 

Although third-party meta-perception—one’s perception of how another 

person perceives a third person—plays an important role in how people pick up social 

cues about others, it has received virtually no attention in the organizational behavior 

literature. In this thesis, we investigate the significance of third-party meta-perception 

to the interpersonal processes involved in socialization. Integrating uncertainty 

reduction theory with research on heuristic information processing, we develop a new 

theory of third-party meta-perception. Our theory suggests that at an early stage of 

socialization, person’s perceptions of how a significant other (e.g., leader or mentor) 

perceives the traits of an interacting target will affect the assessment of the ability and 

integrity of that target. 

We develop two models to examine our theory. Model 1 describes the initial 

interaction between a newcomer and a coworker and examines the newcomer’s 

perceptions of how a leader perceives the coworker. We propose that newcomer’s 

third-party meta-perceptions of the coworker’s agentic qualities (agency; e.g., 

competence, efficiency, and cleverness) and communal qualities (communion; e.g., 

sincerity, honesty, and fairness toward others) based on the leader’s view have an 

indirect positive influence on the newcomer’s feedback and information seeking from 

the coworker through perceptions of the coworker’s ability and integrity. Model 2 

describes the initial interaction between a leader and a newcomer, and examines the 

leader’s perception of how a mentor perceives the newcomer. We propose that 

leader’s third-party meta-perceptions of the newcomer’s agency and communion 

based on the mentor’s view have an indirect negative influence on the leader’s 
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directive behavior and an indirect positive influence on the leader’s delegating 

behavior toward the newcomer through the leader’s perceptions of the newcomer’s 

ability and integrity. We also propose that the effects of third-party meta-perception 

are contingent on team size. Using four-wave longitudinal data on 439 newly hired 

employees and their supervisors at four companies, we find support for the 

hypothesized indirect impact of third-party meta-perceptions on feedback and 

information seeking in Model 1, and support for the hypothesized indirect impact of 

third-party meta-perceptions on delegating behavior in Model 2. The theoretical and 

practical implications of the findings of the thesis are discussed. 

 

Keywords:  Third-party meta-perception, socialization, agency and communion, 

feedback seeking, information seeking, directive behavior, delegating behavior 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

People are not only native personality psychologists (wondering what John will do), 

but they also are native social psychologists (wondering about John’s relationship 

with Tom). 

Kenny, Bond Jr., Mohr, and Horn (1996, p. 929) 

1.1 Research background 

People are interested not only in how others see them (i.e., meta-perceptions; 

Laing, Phillipson, & Lee, 1966), but also in how others see a third person. For 

example, Emily may wonder how agentic (e.g., competent, efficient, and clever) 

Wilson perceives Alice to be. In the social psychology literature, Emily’s perception 

of how Wilson perceives Alice has been termed “third-party meta-perception” 

(Kenny, Bond Jr., Mohr, & Horn, 1996). Research on third-party meta-perception has 

revealed that people have an incredible metacognitive ability to understand the world 

around them. For example, they can accurately assess how much a person likes 

another (Kenny et al., 1996) and the level of another’s romantic interest in specific 

others (Place, Todd, Penke, & Asendorpf, 2009). Third-party meta-perception is 

adaptively important in enabling people to navigate their social worlds. For instance, 

research has suggested that those who are able to more accurately predict the 

relationships of those around them tend to achieve greater success (e.g., Burt, 2009; 

Burt & Ronchi, 2007; Janicik & Larrick, 2005). Specifically, their metacognitive 

ability helps them to interpret others’ social cues and translate these cues into 

meaningful social knowledge. This may ultimately lead to effective decision making 
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in both personal and work contexts (e.g., Carlson & Kenny, 2012; Kenny et al., 

1996). 

Although third-party meta-perception often serves as a crucial frame for social 

cues, aiding understanding of a complex and ambiguous social reality, scholars have 

thus far paid scant attention to its potential role in enhancing work relationships. 

Indeed, research on interpersonal relations or processes (Blau, 1964; Cook & 

Emerson, 1984; Heider, 2013) has predominantly focused on how people respond to 

interacting targets based on social information obtained directly from prior interaction 

experience and observation. However, interpersonal interactions may also be 

influenced indirectly by social information, such as gossip, rumor, or, in our case, 

third-party meta-perceptions. One might ask if people can gain sufficient social 

information about targets with whom they interact through “first-hand” interaction, 

why would they bother to use third-party meta-perception to pick up social cues 

about others? Yet people often lack pre-existing knowledge of their interacting 

targets in work contexts. Socialization, defined as “the process by which a new 

member learns the value system, the norms, and the required behavior patterns of the 

society, organization, or group which he is entering” (Schein, 1968, p. 3), is one such 

context. During the initial phases of socialization, a newly hired employee works with 

unfamiliar coworkers and is assigned tasks and responsibilities by his or her leader. In 

such circumstances, people often lack prior knowledge of interacting targets. We 

contend that third-party meta-perception may play a critical role in interpersonal 

processes during socialization. 
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1.2 Research objectives 

In this thesis, we investigate the impact of third-party meta-perception on 

interpersonal processes in the socialization context from two perspectives. The first 

perspective focuses on initial interaction between a newcomer and a coworker. 

Socialization research has demonstrated the importance of socializing with coworkers 

in the early stages of employment. During this time, the most successful newcomers 

build the relationships they need to be productive, integrated, and satisfied at work 

(Fang, Duffy, & Shaw, 2011). Through interaction with coworkers, newcomers can 

obtain the job-related feedback and information they need to solve problems (e.g., 

Fang, McAllister, & Duffy, 2017; Morrison, 2002). For instance, Morrison (2002) 

found that newcomers who were connected with coworkers better able to provide 

work-related information reported greater task mastery, while those with more 

friendships reported higher levels of social integration. Similarly, Fang and 

colleagues (2017) found that newcomers attained better learning, social integration, 

and organizational identification outcomes not only when they developed ties with 

high-status organization members, but also when they connected strongly with their 

peers. While it is beneficial for a newcomer to establish good working relationships 

with coworkers (Fang et al., 2011; Fang et al., 2017), the newcomer may not seek 

feedback or information from everyone, because such behavior may incur social risks 

(e.g., Ashford, De Stobbeleir, & Nujella, 2016), such as embarrassment due to 

potential rejection (e.g., Lee, 1997; Levin, Whitener, & Cross, 2006). Instead, the 

newcomer may need to assess every coworker to make interpersonal decisions on 

which coworkers to seek feedback and information from (Ashford et al., 2016; Levin 
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& Cross, 2004; Vancouver, Tamanini, & Yoder, 2010). As a newcomer has limited 

first-hand experience of interacting with coworkers, we posit that newcomers may 

find it useful and effective to use third-party meta-perception to identify the “right” 

coworkers to approach. Therefore, our first goal is to investigate how a newcomer’s 

third-party meta-perception can influence his or her feedback and information 

seeking from coworkers.  

The second perspective focuses on the initial interaction between a leader and 

a newcomer. An important task for the leader is to assign tasks and responsibilities to 

the newly hired employee. Research on situational leadership (e.g., Hersey & 

Blanchard, 1969) has suggested that leaders need to determine the extent to which 

they should instruct subordinates (i.e., directive behavior) and the extent to which 

they should pass on decision-making authority and responsibility to subordinates (i.e., 

delegating behavior). This is a controversial issue. In particular, giving employees 

leeway in how to do their jobs may help develop employees’ motivation and sense of 

responsibility, but it also carries risks (e.g., Seibert, Wang, & Courtright, 2011). This 

issue may be even more complicated in the socialization context, because leaders do 

not have enough personal knowledge to assess newly hired employees (Eisenhardt, 

1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Mills & Ungson, 2003). Similar to our first 

perspective (concerning initial interaction between a newcomer and a coworker), we 

posit that leaders can rely on third-party meta-perception to decide whether to adopt 

directive and/or delegating behaviors toward newcomers. Accordingly, our second 

goal is to investigate how a leader’s third-party meta-perception can impact his or her 

directive and delegating behaviors toward a newcomer.  
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Before investigating the two issues described above, we integrate uncertainty 

reduction theory (Berger & Calabrese, 1974) with research on heuristic information 

processing (Chaiken, 1980; Chaiken & Ledgerwood, 2011) to create a new theory of 

third-party meta-perception. Our key logic is that when people first interact, they may 

find it difficult to gather enough social information about the unfamiliar targets to 

adequately assess these targets’ ability and integrity. We focus on ability and integrity 

because they represent uncertainty assessments of interacting targets (Mayer, Davis, 

& Schoorman, 1995) and are thus relevant to uncertainty reduction theory. If people 

find it difficult to assess targets’ ability and integrity directly, through prior 

interaction and observation, they may rely on simpler and more reliable cues by 

assessing whether a significant other at work (e.g., leader or mentor) sees the targets 

as possessing agentic qualities (e.g., competence, efficiency, and cleverness) and 

communal qualities (e.g., sincerity, honesty, and fairness toward others). We focus on 

a significant other as a reliable referee in third-party meta-perception, because he or 

she often possesses some knowledge of the targets and is regarded as influential by 

those involved in the socialization process. 

Next, we develop two models to examine our theory from the perspectives of 

a newcomer and a leader, respectively. In our first model (Model 1), we investigate 

the impact of newcomers’ perceptions of how a leader perceives a coworker. We 

suggest that a newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a coworker’s agency and 

communion based on a leader’s view will indirectly lead the newcomer to seek more 

feedback and information from the coworker through newcomer’s perceptions of the 

coworker’s ability and integrity. In our second model (Model 2), we investigate the 
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impact on leadership behavior of a leader’s perception of how a mentor perceives a 

newcomer. We suggest that the leader’s third-party meta-perceptions of the 

newcomer’s agency and communion based on a mentor’s view have a negative 

indirect impact on the leader’s directive behaviors and a positive indirect impact on 

the leader’s delegating behaviors through the leader’s perceptions of the newcomer’s 

ability and integrity. As team size is a critical factor limiting the people’s information 

processing capability, we hypothesize that when the team is larger, people may rely 

more on third-party meta-perceptions to assess the interacting targets. Figures 1 and 2 

present our two theoretical models.
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Figure 1 Theoretical Model 1  

  

 
Figure 2 Theoretical Model 2 
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We conducted two independent studies. The first was a pilot study, which 

investigated the proposed role of people’s third-party meta-perceptions in the context 

of socialization in the workplace. In particular, we examined (1) whether people 

could distinguish between different referees’ perceptions of different targets and (2) 

whether people could distinguish their meta-perceptions from their own perceptions 

of the targets. This study enabled us to test our theoretical claims (for details, please 

see Chapter 4). We collected data from 255 first-year students at a university in 

China, and demonstrated that the respondents could both differentiate between other 

people’s perceptions of third parties and distinguish their meta-perceptions from their 

own perceptions.  

In our second study (the main study), we tested our two theoretical models 

simultaneously. We collected four-wave longitudinal data from 439 pairs of newly 

hired employees and their supervisors at three manufacturing companies and one 

dairy company in China. In the main study, we used a latent change score (LCS) 

model to demonstrate the dynamics of how third-party meta-perceptions impact the 

interpersonal processes described in our models.  

1.3 Research contributions 

Our thesis makes three contributions to the literature. First, the influence of 

third-party meta-perception on interpersonal processes has to date received relatively 

little attention in the socialization and interpersonal perception literature. Although a 

handful of prior studies have examined the potential bias of third-party meta-

perceptions (Kenny et al., 1996) and how meta-cognitive ability (e.g., accuracy in 

perceiving the surrounding social structure; Krackhardt, 1987) can predict individual 
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success, our understanding of the effects of third-party meta-perception is almost 

non-existent. We contribute to this line of research by investigating third-party meta-

perception in the context of socialization. We integrate uncertainty reduction theory 

with research on heuristic information processing to create a new theory of third-

party meta-perception. This theory advances our understanding of how people 

acquire reliable social cues in situations in which they are not familiar with each 

other.   

Second, by investigating third-party meta-perception, we advance 

understanding of how a third party can impact the interpersonal relationship between 

two interacting parties. Prior studies of trust transferability have long recognized that 

a third party’s trust in a target can be transformed into one’s own trust in a target 

(Ferrin, Dirks, & Shah, 2006; Lau & Liden, 2008). For instance, Lau and Liden 

(2008, p. 1131) suggested that employees who earn greater trust from leaders are 

more likely to “possess more instrumental and social resources, such that they 

perform well and become more capable in coworkers’ eyes.” However, these studies 

have not acknowledged that people can also form interpersonal judgments of 

interacting targets by looking at third parties’ views of these targets. We contribute to 

the literature on the third-party effect by highlighting the understudied interpersonal 

process through which people evaluate interacting targets by decoding a third party’s 

perception of these targets.  

Third, research on socialization has predominantly focused on tracking the 

same individual in terms of performance, task mastery, role clarity, and other 

adjustment outcomes over time (see review in Allen, Eby, Chao, & Bauer, 2017). In 
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our Model 1, we go beyond this paradigm and adopt a more nuanced dyadic and 

dynamic approach to identify the coworker(s) from whom a newcomer will seek 

information in the first month of his or her employment. In doing so, we advance our 

understanding of why newcomers may develop relationships of different quality 

within teams over the first month. 

Fourth, most prior studies have focused on how supervisory support facilitates 

newcomer socialization (e.g., Bauer & Green, 1998; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2009; Sluss 

& Thompson, 2012). Research on how newcomers influence leader behaviors has 

been scant. In Model 2, we again adopt a dynamic approach to examine how leaders 

react to newcomers in the first month of the latter’s employment. We demonstrate 

that based on assessment of mentors’ views of the newcomers’ ability and integrity, 

leaders adjust their directive and delegating behaviors toward these newcomers over 

the first month. 

1.4 Organization of the thesis 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review 

the interpersonal perception literature, and examine perception at first sight, meta-

perception, third-party meta-perception, and the content of these perceptions. We also 

review the newcomer socialization literature and research on leaders’ behavior 

toward newly hired employees. In Chapter 3, we integrate uncertainty reduction 

theory and heuristic information processing theory to create a theory of third-party 

meta-perception, which explains why people see others through the eyes of a third 

person in their initial interactions. We then propose two theoretical models to 

describe how newcomers and leaders, respectively, can use third-party meta-
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perceptions to assess their interacting targets. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we report 

on two independent studies: first, a pilot study that examines people’s ability in 

making third-party meta-perception in the socialization context; and second, a study 

that tests both of our theoretical models. In Chapter 6, we discuss the findings, 

theoretical contributions, methodological strengths, and limitations of our two 

studies.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  

 This section provides a comprehensive review of research on interpersonal 

perceptions and socialization. The first part of the review focuses on perceptions of 

others at first sight, the nature of meta-perception, and the content of perceptions. The 

second part of the review examines socialization from two perspectives (that of a 

newcomer and that of a leader).   

2.1 Perceptions, meta-perceptions, and third-party meta-perceptions 

2.1.1 Perceptions of others at first sight 

People form perceptions of others every day. However, the process of 

interpersonal perception appears to be quite different at different levels of 

acquaintance. This review focuses on people’s perceptions of others at zero 

acquaintance (without prior interactions) or based on “thin slices” of behavior (e.g., 

viewing clips of behavior for less than 10 mins), because these two research 

paradigms (as opposed to perceptions formed between intimates; see, e.g., Sillars & 

Scott, 1983) are particularly relevant to the socialization context in which we are 

interested. Social psychology researchers have generally termed such perceptions 

“first impressions,” and attempted to address the following four questions. (1) How 

do people form impressions of others without prior interaction? (2) Do different 

people form similar impressions of the same person? (3) Are first impressions 

accurate? (4) Do first impressions change over time? This literature is broad; we 

briefly summarize some of its most important findings below. 

Without prior interaction, people can still form impressions of others based on 

their gender, age, nationality, physical attractiveness, height, weight, clothing, and 
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profession. People have implicit beliefs about what others should look like, which are 

called stereotypes in the social psychology literature. Stereotypes have been shown to 

aid rapid understanding of others. For instance, Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, and Morris 

(2002) found that people used stereotypes to judge others’ personalities by looking at 

their offices and bedrooms. Stereotypes can also be a source of discrimination. For 

example, Agerstrom and Rooth (2011) found that hiring managers tended to hold 

negative stereotypical views of obese applicants, who were thus less likely to be 

invited for interview. Research has also shown that when evaluating forensic 

evidence, detectives are often more likely to perceive that fingerprints match when 

the suspect fits a criminal stereotype (e.g., being African American, poor, or from a 

lower-class background; Smalarz, Madon, Yang, Guyll, & Buck, 2016). 

Kenny (2019) reviewed studies published after the mid-1980s, and concluded 

that in zero-acquaintance settings, i.e., without knowing each other, people can form 

an implicit consensus on personality judgment, but not on attraction judgment. In 

terms of personality traits, Kenny (2019) found that a consensus on extraversion and 

conscientiousness was greatest in studies published between 1966 and 2018. He 

reasoned that this consensus arose from stereotypes shared by different people. 

Furthermore, in the organizational setting, some individuals are less inclined than 

others to use stereotypes to make interpersonal decisions. For instance, Marlowe, 

Schneider, and Nelson (1996) demonstrated that experienced hiring managers were 

less influenced than their less experienced counterparts by attractiveness and gender 

biases.  
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Researchers have also shown interest in investigating whether people’s first 

impressions of others are accurate. To most effectively address this research question, 

most research has examined the correlation between how people rate others and the 

actual behaviors of those others. Research (e.g., Connelly & Ones, 2010; Funder, 

1999, 2012; John, Naumann, & Soto, 2008; Kenny, 1994; Levesque & Kenny, 1993) 

has generally demonstrated that even without prior interaction, people can achieve a 

certain level of accuracy in their impressions, with correlation coefficients ranging 

roughly from .20 to .30. Such accuracy, according to Brunswik’s (1955) lens model, 

results from a combination of cue utilization, i.e., which cues people use to form an 

impression, and cue validity, i.e., which cues are valid. 

Finally, in a study of whether impressions change over time, Gross and 

colleagues (2015) asked student participants to evaluate 10 professors based on a 6-

minute video of lectures by those professors. Subsequently, 3–10 weeks later, the 

researchers asked the participants to re-evaluate the same 10 professors based on live 

lectures. The study found that the participants developed a general consensus on their 

impression of the lecturers, and that this general impression remained highly stable 

over time. However, the student participants’ idiosyncratic impressions of the 

lecturers were subject to considerable change.  

2.1.2 Meta-perception and third-party meta-perception 

The previous sections review the literature on how people who have never 

previously interacted form perceptions of each other. However, interpersonal 

perception can be far more complicated. In 1966, Laing, Phillipson, and Lee 

introduced the term “meta-perception” to describe how a person perceives another’s 
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perception of someone else. For example, people often try to assess how others see 

them. Although the term “meta-perception” has not been used very often in the 

organizational behavior literature (for an exception, see Campagna, Dirks, Knight, 

Crossley, & Robinson, 2019), there are several concepts involving the idea of meta-

perception. These include felt trust, i.e., a person’s perception of the degree to which 

others trust him or her (Campagna et al., 2019), and being envied, i.e., a person’s 

perception of the degree to which others envy him or her (Lee, Duffy, Scott, & 

Schippers, 2018). 

Kenny and DePaulo (1993) provided three theoretical accounts of how meta-

perceptions are formed. The first was native theory, whereby people form meta-

perceptions based on feedback provided directly by the targets (e.g., when a lady 

smiles at a man, the man may guess that the lady likes him). The second theory 

proposed by Kenny and DePaulo (1993) was self-observation theory, whereby people 

form meta-perceptions based on how they have acted with others (e.g., a man who 

sends flowers to a woman may come to believe that the woman likes him). The third 

was self-theory, whereby people form meta-perceptions by looking at themselves and 

assuming that others will evaluate them similarly (e.g., a man who regards himself as 

unattractive may assume that a woman does not like his appearance either). Such 

meta-perceptions do not accurately reflect others’ true perceptions, and the alignment 

between one’s meta-perceptions and actual perceptions can have a great impact on 

certain relational outcomes. For example, Campagna and colleagues (2019) examined 

the concept of felt trust and demonstrated that more relational conflict arises when 

leaders cannot accurately identify employees’ actual trust levels. 
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Meta-perception can also involve three people (Kenny et al., 1996), as a meta-

perceiver can assess/make sense of how a referee perceives a target. Researchers have 

termed this third-party meta-perception (also known as three-person meta-perception 

or three-party meta-perception). To the best of our knowledge, however, only three 

empirical studies to date have examined ideas relevant to third-party meta-perception. 

First, Kenny and colleagues (1996) analyzed data from five independent studies 

conducted by different research teams and found that even with limited information, 

people could assess how much other people liked each other. Kenny and colleagues 

(1996) identified three sources of bias in third-party meta-perception. The first 

potential source of bias is the reciprocity heuristic, whereby people who know that B 

likes C presume that C also likes B. The second source of bias is the agreement 

heuristic, whereby people who like the target assume that others also like the target. 

The third source of bias is the balance heuristic, whereby people who like B and C 

assume that B and C like each other. Second, in a study examining the ability to 

evaluate the romantic interest of others, Place and colleagues (2009) demonstrated 

that both male and female participants could accurately predict the romantic interest 

of others, and that they were more accurate when predicting the romantic interest of 

males. Finally, Solomon and Vazire (2016) investigated a concept very similar to 

third-party meta-perception, namely knowledge of reputation, or the extent of 

people’s awareness of how a target is seen by others. The authors found that the 

participants knew how others perceived their friends’ personalities, and they could 

distinguish these perceptions from their own evaluations.   
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2.1.3 Content of perceptions 

Although people can form perceptions of others’ moods, beliefs, and 

opinions, along with many other qualities related to the targets’ idiosyncratic merits 

and flaws, the majority of the studies we reviewed primarily focused on perceptions 

of personality traits. When information on others is limited, people are more inclined 

to quickly assess a few of their stable traits to draw inferences about their social 

worlds. Research on social cognition and implicit personality theory (e.g., Pedersen, 

1965) has suggested that people tend to emphasize some of the traits of targets over 

others when forming their ultimate impressions of the targets. Below we focus on 

traits that are central to overall impression formation. In particular, we provide a brief 

description of two taxonomies of these central traits, namely the “Big Two” (agency 

and communion) and the “Big Five” (openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, 

agreeableness, and neuroticism; OCEAN).  

Big Two (agency and communion). Many researchers have argued that two 

broad classes of content are universally present in interpersonal perceptions, such as 

warmth versus competence, masculinity versus femininity, and dominance versus 

submissiveness (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2008; Eagly, 1987; Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & 

Xu, 2002; Spence, Helmreich, & Stapp, 1974; Wiggins, 1979, 1991). We follow 

Bakan (1966) and Abele and Wojciszke (2014) in identifying these two factors as 

agency and communion. Agency (e.g., competence, efficiency, and cleverness) is a 

trait dimension that pertains to pursuit of goals on one’s own behalf, while 

communion (e.g., sincerity, honesty, and fairness toward others) is a trait dimension 

that pertains to consideration of others. However, it is also worth noting that agentic 
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traits may have social utility as well as benefiting oneself. Perceptions of agency and 

communion often influence how people assess and interact with others (e.g., Cuddy, 

Glick, & Beninger, 2011). For example, perceptions of agency affect people’s 

assessment of others’ ability to complete tasks, while perceptions of communion 

affect how much people trust others’ intentions. 

Big Five (OCEAN). Another taxonomy, the big five (Costa & McCrae, 1985; 

Goldberg, 1990), identifies the following five traits. (1) “Openness” (to fantasy, to 

aesthetics, and to feelings) describes a person who is imaginative, creative, and 

willing to seek out new experiences. (2) “Conscientiousness” (competence, order, 

dutifulness) describes a person who conforms to conventions and norms. (3) 

“Extroversion” (warmth, gregariousness, assertiveness) describes a person who seeks 

out others for social interaction and enjoys the “spotlight.” (4) “Agreeableness” (trust, 

straightforwardness, altruism) describes a person who is positive in interactions with 

others. (5) “Neuroticism” (anxiety, angry hostility, depression) describes a person 

who experiences mental health problems, mainly feelings of anxiety and depression. 

Some of these dimensions overlap with the dimensions of the previously mentioned 

Big Two. For instance, conscientiousness and emotional stability (on the opposite 

pole to neuroticism) correspond to agency, while agreeableness and openness 

correspond to communion. The extraversion dimension is somewhat more 

complicated, as it comprises both agency components (e.g., taking the initiative in 

contacting others) and communion components (e.g., being warm and friendly).  

Of course, many other taxonomies of traits have been proposed in the 

personality literature, such as the six HEXACO factors (honesty–humility, 
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emotionality, extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness; Lee & 

Ashton, 2004). However, the Big Two and Big Five taxonomies have thus far been 

the most popular in the interpersonal perception literature.  

2.1.4 Summary of and research gap in interpersonal perception literature 

In the above section, we review the literature on interpersonal perception. The 

review reveals several trends. First, research on third-party meta-perception has 

shown that people attempt to assess how other people perceive others. Second, 

research on zero-acquaintance and thin-slice contexts has acknowledged that people 

rely on stereotypes and subtle cues to form perceptions of others. However, little 

research has connected these findings to how perception formation influences 

people’s development of different relationships with unfamiliar others. Third, the 

literature has shown that one’s perceptions of others can change over time. Therefore, 

it may be worth investigating the impact of perception (in our case, third-party meta-

perception) on interpersonal processes from a dynamic perspective. In the next 

section, we review the literature on socialization from a newcomer’s perspective and 

from a leader’s perspective. 

2.2 Newcomer adjustment literature 

2.2.1 Overview 

Organizational socialization is a process whereby newly hired employees 

adjust to their new workplace and learn the behaviors, attitudes, and skills necessary 

to fulfill their new roles and function effectively as a member of the organization 

(Fisher, 1986; Van Maanen, 1976). Generally, newcomer adjustment involves two 

tasks: learning and social integration. First, learning involves clarifying roles, 
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mastering tasks, and acquiring organizational knowledge (Chao, Olearykelly, Wolf, 

Klein, & Gardner, 1994; Morrison, 1993a, 1993b, 2002; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). 

Clarifying roles involves developing an understanding of one’s role in the 

organization (Morrison, 1993a).To achieve role clarification, newcomers require 

information on the behaviors that others expect. Mastering tasks involves learning 

how to perform the components of one’s job (Morrison, 1993a). To gain task 

mastery, newcomers need to acquire necessary job skills and knowledge. Acquiring 

organizational knowledge involves learning about and adjusting to the organization’s 

culture. To acquire organizational knowledge, newcomers may need to seek 

information about the organization’s history (e.g., long-held traditions, the 

background of the work team), language (e.g., the terminology of the profession, 

organizational slang, and special jargon), politics (e.g., social hierarchy in the 

organization, motivations for the actions of other organizational members), and 

values (Chao et al., 1994).  

The second task is social integration (Ashforth & Saks, 1996; Morrison, 

1993a, 1993b, 2002; Saks & Ashforth, 1997). Social integration involves developing 

relationships with organizational members (Reichers, 1987), including coworkers, 

leaders, and even outsiders, such as clients and customers. Research has generally 

suggested that developing relationships with organizational members can give 

newcomers a sense of situational identity, an understanding of organizational policies 

and procedures, friendship networks, and social support (Morrison, 1993b; Nelson & 

Quick, 1991). Further, taking a social capital perspective, Fang and colleagues (2011) 

depicted several benefits of social integration. First, newcomers who actively build 
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relationships with their bosses, such as by joining supervisors for lunch, may enhance 

their network status by gaining more opportunities to communicate with their direct 

supervisors or supervisors from other departments in various social situations. 

Second, by actively developing relationships with high-status organizational 

members, creating peer networks across departments, and participating in formal and 

informal social activities, newcomers can develop large communication networks rich 

in structural holes (Kim, Cable, & Kim, 2005). These networks and structural holes 

translate into social capital that allows newcomers to achieve desired outcomes by 

facilitating the flow of information, exerting influence, building social credentials, 

and reinforcing their social identity and recognition (Burt, 2009; Coleman, 1990; 

Erickson, 1996; Lin, 1999).  

Both learning and social integration have strong and potentially long-lasting 

impacts on job performance and attitudes (e.g., Bauer, Bodner, Erdogan, Truxillo, & 

Tucker, 2007; Saks, Uggerslev, & Fassina, 2007). For example, evidence has been 

obtained that high-quality socialization helps newcomers to develop a stronger 

perception of fit to the organization, devote themselves to their work role, and rapidly 

achieve satisfactory job performance (Bauer et al., 2007; Wang, Zhan, McCune, & 

Truxillo, 2011). In contrast, newcomers who are not adjusted properly may suffer 

from stress and tension, which can lead to behavioral, psychological, and 

physiological side effects such as a lack of productivity, behavioral withdrawal, 

dissatisfaction, interpersonal conflict, turnover, and even physical illness (Ganster & 

Rosen, 2013; Halbesleben & Buckley, 2004; Kammeyer-Mueller, Wanberg, Glomb, 
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& Ahlburg, 2005; Nelson, 1987). This explains why many studies have focused on 

the impacts of organizational and individual factors on newcomer adjustment. 

Organizational perspective on newcomer socialization. Researchers 

examining the impacts of organizational factors on newcomer adjustment have 

primarily focused on how organizational socialization tactics can reduce newcomers’ 

uncertainty (Van Maanen, 1976; Van Maanen & Schein, 1979). Socialization tactics 

have been conceptualized on a single continuum ranging from individualized 

(individual, informal, random, variable, disjunctive, and divestiture tactics) to 

institutionalized (collective, formal, sequential, fixed, serial, and investiture tactics) 

(e.g., Ashforth, Saks, & Lee, 1998; Bauer et al., 2007; Jones, 1986; Kim et al., 2005; 

Lueke & Svyantek, 2000). Briefly, under institutionalized socialization, newcomers 

can access structured forms of modeling and social support; they undergo common 

learning experiences as part of a cohort, with clearly defined, sequenced, and timed 

training and orientation activities. Under individualized socialization, newcomers are 

exposed to learning experiences individually, informally, and sporadically; they 

define situations on their own, without help or feedback from experienced insiders 

(for reviews, see Ashforth & Saks, 1996; Bauer et al., 2007; Bauer & Green, 1998; 

Jones, 1986; Saks et al., 2007).  

Individual perspective on newcomer socialization. Research on the 

individual perspective on newcomer socialization has focused on how newcomers’ 

proactive behavior (e.g., information seeking and acquisition) can facilitate 

adjustment or adaption (e.g., Ashford & Black, 1996; Bauer et al., 2007; Bauer & 

Green, 1994, 1998; Miller & Jablin, 1991; Morrison, 1993a, 1993b; Ostroff & 
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Kozlowski, 1992; Saks & Ashforth, 1997; Wanberg & Kammeyer-Mueller, 2000). 

Proactive behavior is a form of motivated work behavior; it is an initiative or 

anticipatory set of actions taken by employees to improve their personal comfort 

and/or their environment (Bateman & Crant, 1993; Crant, 2000; Grant & Ashford, 

2008). As organizations cannot possibly provide all of the information and 

socialization that newcomers need, newcomers must act proactively to reduce 

uncertainty (Saks & Ashforth, 1997; Wanberg & Kammeyer-Mueller, 2000). As the 

socialization literature has explained, newcomer proactivity comprises the active, 

self-initiated steps taken by newcomers to reduce uncertainty about their work 

environments (Ashford & Black, 1996; Saks & Ashforth, 1997). One of the most 

important proactive behaviors identified in the newcomer adjustment literature is 

newcomers’ information-seeking behavior, which is driven by their motivation to 

learn about the new workplace environment (Morrison, 1993a). Information seeking, 

an important proactive behavior in newcomer socialization, has been found to be a 

good predictor of both proximal (e.g., role clarity and social acceptance) and distal 

(e.g., job performance and job satisfaction) adjustment-related outcomes (e.g., 

Ashford & Black, 1996; Bauer et al., 2007). In other words, information seeking can 

facilitate newcomers’ acquisition of the content required to adapt successfully. 

2.2.2 Summary: Toward a relationship perspective on newcomer socialization 

Investigating the impacts of organizational and individual factors has always 

been the most prominent goal of socialization research. However, we observe that 

prior studies have placed less emphasis on the interpersonal processes between two 

members of each relationship. Taking information-seeking behavior as an example, 
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why does a newcomer seek information from one coworker but not another? Fang 

and colleagues (2011) attempted to answer this question by suggesting that 

newcomers adjust by interacting and communicating with different organizational 

members. Their study acknowledged the importance of the “interpersonal” nature of 

organizational members, such that different configurations of relationships (e.g., 

occupying central positions or structural holes) can significantly shape the outcomes 

of adjustment (e.g., career success) by facilitating the flow of information, exerting 

influence, building social credentials, and reinforcing social identity and recognition 

(Burt, 2009; Coleman, 1990; Erickson, 1996; Lin, 1999). We complement Fang and 

colleagues’ (2011) relationship perspective by investigating the impact of third-party 

meta-perception on how a newcomer seeks information from a particular coworker. 

2.3 Leaders’ behaviors toward newly hired employees 

2.3.1 Overview 

Prior studies have shown that leaders play an important role in newcomers’ 

socialization. For instance, existing research has demonstrated that supervisory 

support is positively related to newcomers’ role clarity (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2009) and 

performance efficacy (Bauer & Green, 1998). High-quality relationships between 

leaders and newly hired employees can also have a positive impact on 

newcomers ’job satisfaction and occupational identity (Sluss & Thompson, 2012). 

Although we know that leader behaviors play a critical role in fostering newcomers’ 

socialization process, previous research has not focused sufficiently on how 

newcomers can affect leader behaviors.  
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Situational leadership theory may provide some insights into how leaders 

respond to unfamiliar newly hired employees. Specifically, this theory suggests that 

subordinate characteristics are the most important elements determining effective 

leader behaviors (Hersey & Blanchard, 1969). According to situational leadership 

theory, subordinates at different stages of development may vary in their competence 

and commitment levels (sometimes labeled “levels of readiness”), and leaders should 

adopt corresponding styles of leadership based on a combination of directive (task-

oriented) behavior and delegating (developmental-oriented) behavior (Hersey & 

Blanchard, 1969). For instance, leaders should exhibit more directive and less 

delegating behavior toward inexperienced than experienced subordinates. Although 

this theory has not been explicitly tested in the socialization context, research over the 

last 50 years has shed considerable light on how leaders diagnose subordinates’ 

readiness at different developmental stages by adopting directive and delegating 

behaviors. Therefore, we consider leaders’ directive and delegating behaviors as two 

important consequences of responding to newcomers with different traits. 

Directive leader behavior. Leaders adopt directive behavior by assigning 

roles to their subordinates and telling them exactly how to do their work to avoid 

errors. Leader directive behavior often focuses on short-term task completion. As 

outlined by Pearce and Sims Jr. (2002) in their taxonomy of leader behaviors, the 

theoretical basis of directive leader behavior dates back to the early 1960s, with its 

roots in the “Theory X” management style (McGregor, 1960) and the Ohio State 

Leadership Studies on “initiating structure.” The former theory prescribes a 

management style in which the leader exercises tight control and coercive or 
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positional power over subordinates, potentially because the leader believes that the 

subordinates are lazy, lacking in ambition, and irresponsible. The research on 

initiating structure focuses more on how leaders initiate activities, organize work 

tasks, and define what subordinates need to accomplish (Fleishman, 1953; Yukl, 

1989).  

Prior studies have generally suggested that directive behavior can 

immediately fix task-oriented problems (e.g., Lorinkova, Pearsall, & Sims, 2013; 

Martin, Liao, & Campbell, 2013). For instance, a simulation study revealed that 

directive behavior effectively improved task performance in the first stage of the task, 

because directiveness helped subordinates to bypass the processes of navigating their 

own roles and learning about each other’s responsibilities (Lorinkova et al., 2013). 

However, to the best of our knowledge, no empirical studies to date have directly 

investigated which factors may predict an increase in directive behavior.  

Delegating leader behavior. Leaders exhibit delegating leader behavior by 

encouraging subordinates to perform tasks in their own ways and participate in 

decision making. Leaders’ delegating behavior is often directed toward the long-term 

development of their subordinates. For instance, Chen and Aryee (2007) suggested 

that delegating behavior can promote subordinates’ commitment, satisfaction, task 

performance, and innovative behavior by fostering their insider status and self-

esteem. Scholars have also suggested that delegating behavior can enhance team 

effectiveness and innovativeness (Burpitt & Bigoness, 1997; Pearce & Sims Jr., 

2002). In addition, delegating behavior involves the transfer of full decision-making 

responsibility for a specific task or tasks to a subordinate (Bass & Stogdill, 1990; 
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Leana, 1987). Scholars have suggested that leaders may not be able to determine 

whether their subordinates are able to effectively complete novel and unstructured 

tasks (Eisenhardt, 1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Mills & Ungson, 2003). In some 

situations, leaders may lose control of the tasks they have delegated and need to take 

full responsibility for any errors caused by subordinates (Dobrajska, Billinger, & 

Karim, 2015). As a result, leaders may choose to delegate less important tasks to 

subordinates (Leana, 1987) or delegate tasks only to subordinates who have high-

quality relationships with leaders (Schriesheim, Neider, & Scandura, 1998) and high 

perceived competence (Yukl & Fu, 1999).  

2.3.2 Summary: A leader perspective on socialization research 

 Previous literature has primarily focused on the significance of leader support 

in facilitating newcomer adjustment; little is known about how newcomers can 

influence leader behaviors in the socialization context. Although some studies have 

empirically investigated the association between delegating behavior and perceived 

competence (e.g., Yukl & Fu, 1999), many have adopted a cross-sectional design, 

which cannot clearly determine whether an increase in delegation is determined by an 

increase in subordinates’ competence. Therefore, we attempt to combine research on 

interpersonal perception to examine how leaders react to newcomers over time.   
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Chapter 3: Theory and Hypothesis Development 

3.1 Toward a theory of third-party meta-perceptions: Integrating uncertainty 

reduction theory and research on heuristic information processing 

When people first enter into working relationships, their lack of prior 

knowledge of interacting targets may create considerable uncertainty. For example, 

prior socialization research has demonstrated that newcomers may perceive high risks 

associated with seeking feedback or information from their coworkers. They may 

worry that their behaviors will cause them to appear unreliable or ignorant (Lee, 

1997), or that coworkers will provide them with useless or inaccurate information 

(Levin et al., 2006). In addition, supervisors may be reluctant to allow newly hired 

employees to handle tasks on their own because they cannot predict how these 

newcomers will perform. This uncertainty or “reality stock” (which arises when 

people’s initial expectations of targets are challenged by their actual interaction 

experience) can generate tension in their relationships, leading to withdrawal and 

conflict (Kammeyer-Mueller et al., 2005). Therefore, according to Berger and 

Calabrese’s (1974) uncertainty reduction theory, people are most concerned about 

reducing uncertainty when they make interpersonal decisions on their initial 

interactions. Following this theory, we postulate that people actively assess 

uncertainties in their working relationships in the first month (i.e., the initial phase of 

the socialization process) because they are likely to encounter various surprises and 

uncertainties during this phase (Boswell, Shipp, Payne, & Culbertson, 2009). In this 

thesis, we integrate previous research on trust to investigate two aspects of 

uncertainty assessment in people’s working relationships: (1) the target’s ability, i.e., 
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whether the target’s skills and knowledge are sufficient to realize his or her goals in 

completing tasks; and (2) the target’s integrity, i.e., whether a target adheres to a set 

of principles that people find acceptable (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995)1. We 

argue that knowing the target's ability and integrity is crucial to the development of 

any relationship at work. 

Uncertainty reduction theory further posits that to reduce uncertainty, people 

are motivated to obtain social information about interacting targets (Berger & 

Calabrese, 1974). Prior research has predominantly focused on how targets can be 

evaluated by deliberately considering the available social information obtained 

through directly interacting with targets, observing targets’ behaviors, or simply 

looking at targets’ office settings (Gosling et al., 2002). However, at an early stage of 

socialization (e.g., in the first month of employment), people may not have enough 

opportunities to directly interact with unfamiliar targets and gather social information 

about them. Even if people can scrutinize all of the available information gathered 

directly from the targets, the targets often present their most favorable sides to others 

during initial interactions (e.g., Vonk, 1999). This makes the assessment of these 

targets’ ability and integrity effortful and subject to change. Research on heuristic 

                                                 
 
1 We left out the dimension of perceived benevolence–whether a target is believed to want to 
do good to the focal person, aside from an egocentric profit motive—from Mayer et al.’s 
(1995) framework for two reasons. First, as noted by Jones and Shah (2016, p.394) 
benevolence is “different from perceived ability and integrity due to its stronger affective 
foundation based on emotional bonds (Colquitt, et al., 2011; McAllister, 1995),” we argue 
that people are less likely to have such specific attachment to the strangers. Second, 
perceived benevolence is theoretically less relevant to outcome variables that we consider 
(information/feedback-seeking, directive behavior, and delegating behavior). Yet, we 
acknowledge the potential impact of perceived benevolence might have in our model. We 
discuss the role of perceived benevolence and other potential mediators (e.g., accessibility, 
warmth perception) in discussion session in Chapter 6. 
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information processing (Chaiken, 1980; Chaiken & Ledgerwood, 2011) has 

suggested that when the deliberate assessment of targets requires a lot of effort, 

people may focus on cues that are quickly and easily noticed and understood. We 

suggest that one cue on which people can rely is knowledge of the extent to which a 

significant other (e.g., a supervisor or mentor) may see the targets as agentic (e.g., 

competent, efficient, and clever) and/or communal (e.g., sincere, honest, and fair to 

others). By “significant other,” we mean at least two things. First, the significant 

other should have sufficient knowledge of the targets that cues obtained from meta-

perceptions are considered reliable. Second, the significant other should be regarded 

as influential by those who evaluate the unfamiliar targets. 

Specifically, we argue that because the significant other has a certain 

understanding of the targets and can evaluate targets based on target’s past track 

record, people who are unfamiliar with the targets may rely the significant other to 

make interpersonal judgment by formulating a simple intuitive heuristic such as the 

following: “I regard a significant other’s evaluation of my interacting targets as 

particularly reliable and important.” Accordingly, people may look for clues to a 

significant other’s perception of targets, or they may be more sensitive to information 

that can be obtained directly from a significant other. They may imagine the thought 

processes of the significant other and attempt to make sense of how he or she 

perceives the targets. This involves the concept of third-party meta-perception, in 

which a meta-perceiver forms a perception of how a referee perceives a target. We 

suggest that third-party meta-perceptions with regard to agency and communion can 

each help people to triangulate different aspects of how to assess the target.  
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Specifically, agentic qualities (agency; e.g., competence, efficiency, and 

cleverness) are related to striving self-goal through making achievements within 

teams (Abele & Wojciszke, 2014). People who recognize that a significant other 

perceives a target as agentic may be more certain about the target’s technical and 

interpersonal skills which enable him or her to complete relevant tasks effectively. 

Meanwhile, communal qualities (communion; e.g., sincerity, honesty, and fairness 

toward others) are related to striving social integration through benefiting others 

(Abele & Wojciszke, 2014). People who know that a significant other perceives a 

target as communal may be more certain about the target’s moral character which this 

target will always keep his or her word and fulfill the responsibilities and obligations 

associated with his or her work role. Taken together, we postulate that during the 

initial phase of the socialization process, third-party meta-perceptions of agency may 

affect people’s perceptions of targets’ ability, while third-party meta-perceptions of 

communion may affect people’s perceptions of targets’ integrity. 

As people’s initial experience in a new environment (e.g., first month of 

employment) change relatively fast (e.g., Boswell et al., 2009; Louis, 1980; Weick, 

1995), their third-party meta-perceptions and assessments of the targets in terms of 

ability and integrity can change over time. For example, over the first month of the 

socialization process, people may observe episodes of significant others’ behaviors 

toward the targets (e.g., leaders expressing appreciation toward coworkers) and 

continuously update their third-party meta-perception of targets based on significant 

others’ view. Thus, it is important to adopt a dynamic approach to understand how 

the changes in people’s third-party meta-perceptions of targets based on significant 
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others’ views may drive the changes in their perceptions of targets’ ability and 

integrity across time periods or episodes. From this session on, we define change as 

the extent to which the level of a dynamic process shifts from one point in time to 

another (e.g., week to week). For instance, an upward development of (or, change in) 

third-party meta-perception of agency represents how one increasingly aware of a 

significant other’s perception of a target’s agency that is proportional to its former 

level. We investigate change-to-change relationships in which previous change in 

third-party meta-perceptions are leading indicators of subsequent changes in 

perceptions of targets’ ability and integrity. To summarize, our theory of third-party 

meta-perception suggests that when people initially interact (in our thesis, during the 

first month of the socialization process), they continuously assess the ability and 

integrity of unfamiliar targets based on their updated and accumulated knowledge of 

the extent to which a significant other sees these targets as agentic and communal.  

In the following sections, we use our theory to develop two models describing 

the role played by third-party meta-perception in different socialization scenarios. 

Our first model (Model 1) describes the impact of a newcomer’s third-party meta-

perception on his or her feedback and information seeking from a coworker. This 

model takes a newcomer perspective on third-party meta-perception, examining how 

a newcomer (meta-perceiver) thinks that a leader (referee) perceives a coworker 

(target). Our second model (Model 2) describes the impact of a leader’s third-party 

meta-perceptions on his or her directive and delegating behaviors toward a 

newcomer. This model takes a leader perspective on third-party meta-perception, 
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examining how a leader (meta-perceiver) thinks that a mentor (referee) perceives a 

newcomer (target). 

3.2 Model 1 

Relationships between third-party meta-perceptions and a newcomer’s 

feedback/information-seeking behaviors 

3.2.1 Background of Model 1 

 On entering an organization, newcomers may be overwhelmed by the stress of 

the unfamiliar and changing environment and the difficulty involved in gaining an 

understanding of job-related tasks, work roles, group processes, and organizational 

attributes. To develop the necessary skills and blend in with the team, newcomers 

may need to proactively seek information and feedback from coworkers to gain 

greater clarity on how things work in the organization and what others expect of them 

(Katz, 1985; Morrison, 1993a, 1993b). However, newcomers rarely approach 

everyone when seeking information and feedback, because such behaviors incur 

risks. For instance, newcomers who ask for and rely on information from interacting 

coworkers risk receiving inaccurate information, not receiving information on time, 

or having their own ignorance exposed (Levin et al., 2006). Therefore, newcomers 

prefer to seek feedback and information from interacting coworkers who are 

knowledgeable about the profession, have a thorough knowledge of the company, are 

interpersonally and politically astute, and so on (Mayer et al., 1995). Newcomers may 

thus attempt to determine on which coworkers they can rely when seeking feedback 

or information. In our first model, we investigate how a newcomer’s third-party meta-
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perceptions affect the newcomer’s assessment of coworkers and thus choice of 

coworker(s) from whom to seek feedback and information. 

3.2.2 Impact of newcomer’s third-party meta-perceptions on perceptions of 

coworker’s ability and integrity 

When newly hired employees first encounter their coworkers, the newcomers 

may not be able to gather enough social information directly by interacting with 

coworkers or observing their behaviors. Even if they are able to access sufficient 

social information, newcomers may take a long time to truly recognize coworkers’ 

ability and integrity, because coworkers’ actions and intentions may not be truly 

reflected in the first month of direct interactions. For example, witnessing one or two 

mistakes made by coworkers may not indicate that these coworkers are incompetent, 

unless such mistakes continue to occur. In addition, newcomers may not be able to 

accurately assess coworkers’ integrity in the first month of superficial interaction, 

because individuals tend to present a positive image of themselves at first. We 

suggest that in such an ambiguous context, newcomers may turn their attention to 

third-party meta-perceptions, namely perceptions of leaders’ perceptions, during the 

initial phase (first month) of socialization.  

Leaders (i.e., significant others) represent a reliable and relevant source of 

social information on coworkers. First, within a team, leaders are often considered to 

have a key influence on socialization (Levinson, 1965; Liden, Bauer, & Erdogan, 

2004). Existing research has shown that leaders are often responsible for offering 

socialization information (e.g., Morrison, 1993a, 1993b), providing guidance and 

information on work role expectations (e.g., Bauer & Green, 1998; Kammeyer-
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Mueller & Wanberg, 2003; Sluss & Thompson, 2012), explaining how informal 

political processes work (e.g., Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992, 1993), and serving as role 

models (e.g., Holton III & Russell, 1997; Sluss, Ployhart, Cobb, & Ashforth, 2012). 

In addition, because leaders define working rules for their subordinates, they are 

expected to exert greater influence than any other organizational member over those 

involved in the socialization process. Second, leaders are expected to be particularly 

knowledgeable about the interacting targets because they are often responsible for 

group integration and required to evaluate subordinates to determine which are most 

cooperative. Further, because leaders devote time to coworkers within or outside 

working hours or support coworkers when they are in need, leaders are often able to 

evaluate coworkers based on their past track record. Accordingly, newcomers may 

assign greater weight to cues obtained from leaders than from other organizational 

members.  

During their first month of employment, newcomers’ initial experience 

change relatively fast (e.g., Boswell et al., 2009; Louis, 1980; Weick, 1995). They 

may make sense of how leaders see their coworkers based on various workplace 

episodes as they occur across time. For example, newcomers may develop their third-

party meta-perceptions of coworkers based on leaders’ views by observing leaders’ 

anger toward coworkers in a meeting, or by receiving gossiping information from 

leaders. Based on our theory of third-party meta-perceptions, we argue that the 

development of (or, change in) a newcomer’s third-party meta-perceptions of a 

coworker based on a leader’s view may be indicative of how the newcomer assesses 

the coworker’s ability and integrity in the future.  
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Specifically, newcomers who develop third-party meta-perception of agency 

based on leaders’ views over the first month of employment may infer that leaders’ 

recognition of coworkers’ agentic attributes (e.g., competency, efficiency, and 

cleverness) is due to the coworkers’ past successful performance. These newcomers 

may be more certain about the coworkers’ technical and interpersonal skills which 

enable the coworkers to perform the job required, and thus form a stronger perception 

of coworkers’ ability subsequently. Likewise, newcomers who develop third-party 

meta-perception of communion based on leaders’ views over time may infer that 

leaders’ recognition of coworkers’ communal attributes (e.g., sincerity, honesty, and 

fairness to others) is due to the coworkers’ track record of fulfilling the fiduciary 

responsibilities and obligations associated with their work roles. These newcomers 

may be more certain about the coworkers’ moral characters and thus form a stronger 

perception of coworkers’ integrity. Taken together, we propose the following 

hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1a: A change in a newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a 

coworker’s agency based on a leader’s view is positively related to a 

subsequent change in the newcomer’s perception of the coworker’s ability. 

Hypothesis 1b: A change in a newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a 

coworker’s communion based on a leader’s view is positively related to a 

subsequent change in the newcomer’s perception of the coworker’s integrity. 
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3.2.3 Impact of perceptions of coworker’s ability and integrity on newcomer’s 

feedback- and information-seeking behaviors 

In the previous session, we have discussed how the changes in newcomers’ 

third-party meta-perceptions may lead to the subsequent changes in newcomers’ 

perceptions of coworkers’ ability and integrity. In this session, we will discuss how 

the changes in newcomers’ perceptions of coworkers’ ability and integrity can further 

influence their feedback and seeking behaviors over the first month. Seeking 

feedback and information is often regarded by newly hired employees as a means of 

gaining greater clarity about how things work in the organization and what others 

expect of them (Katz, 1985; Morrison, 1993b). Feedback tells newcomers how they 

are viewed by others and allows them to correct their performance accordingly, while 

information tells newcomers what they should do to survive in their new roles and 

settings (Ashford & Black, 1996). According to existing research on feedback and 

information seeking, the decision on whether to seek feedback or information from 

another person depends on the feedback/information seeker’s cost-benefit evaluation 

(e.g., Ashford et al., 2016).  

In particular, when seeking feedback and information, newcomers might 

anticipate certain costs. The first cost incurred by feedback and information seeking 

is uncertainty as to whether the coworker is sufficiently qualified to provide useful 

and accurate feedback and information. To reduce this cost, newcomers may use their 

perception of coworkers’ ability as a criterion to decide whether to seek feedback and 

information from coworkers. That is to say, newcomers may anticipate whether 

coworkers will be able to help them attain better performance evaluations and adapt 
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to the new environment. Research has supported this notion by demonstrating that 

people with greater trust in their coworkers’ ability are more likely to assimilate their 

knowledge and take action based on it (Levin & Cross, 2004). Taking these 

observations together, we argue that during the initial phase of socialization, 

newcomers who perceive more strongly about coworkers’ ability are likely to seek 

more feedback and information from these coworkers. 

The second cost incurred in feedback and information seeking is related to 

social risks (Ashford, 1986; Fedor, Rensvold, & Adams, 1992; Holder, 1996) and 

negative performance expectations (Morrison & Cummings, 1992; Northcraft & 

Ashford, 1990). Seeking feedback and information from coworkers may make 

newcomers vulnerable—by exposing their ignorance, for example (Lee, 1997; Levin 

et al., 2006). Coworkers may even withhold what they know or give newcomers 

inaccurate information (Connelly, Zweig, Webster, & Trougakos, 2012). To mitigate 

this cost, newcomers may use perceptions of coworkers’ integrity as a criterion to 

decide whether to seek feedback and information from their coworkers. That is to 

say, before newcomers seek feedback and information from certain coworkers, they 

may attempt to predict whether these coworkers will disclose the newcomers’ 

ignorance and whether they will provide honest and useful information that enables 

them to adapt to the new environment. As a result, we argue that newcomers who 

perceive more strongly about coworkers’ integrity seek more feedback and 

information from these coworkers. Taking these observations together, we develop 

the following hypothesis:  
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Hypothesis 2a: A change in a newcomer’s perception of a coworker’s ability 

is positively related to a subsequent change in the newcomer’s feedback and 

information seeking from the coworker. 

Hypothesis 2b: A change in a newcomer’s perception of a coworker’s 

integrity is positively related to a subsequent change in the newcomer’s 

feedback and information seeking from the coworker. 

Based on Hypotheses 1 and 2, we argue that for a newcomer, the changes in 

third-party meta-perceptions are associated with more positive changes in perceptions 

of a coworker’s ability and integrity, which in turn affect changes in the newcomer 

seeking feedback and information from the coworker. This suggests that changes in 

newcomer’s perceptions of the coworker’s ability and integrity are likely to mediate 

the indirect effect of changes in third-party meta-perceptions on the changes in the 

newcomer’s feedback and information seeking. We thus offer the following 

hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3a: A change in a newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a 

coworker’s agency based on a leader’s view is indirectly related to a 

subsequent change in the newcomer’s feedback and information seeking from 

the coworker, through an interceding change in the newcomer’s perception of 

the coworker’s ability. 

Hypothesis 3b: A change in a newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a 

coworker’s communion based on a leader’s view is indirectly related to a 

subsequent change in the newcomer’s feedback and information seeking from 
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the coworker, through an interceding change in the newcomer’s perception of 

the coworker’s integrity. 

3.3 Model 2 

Impact of third-party meta-perceptions on leader’s directive and delegating 

behaviors 

3.3.1 Background of Model 2 

Research on leader behaviors has long suggested that leaders may adjust their 

directive or delegating behaviors depending on the quality of their employees  (e.g., 

Hersey & Blanchard, 1969, 1982; Vroom & Jago, 1988). Leadership research has 

assumed that directive behavior contrasts with delegating behavior in terms of the 

amount of direction versus autonomy provided by a leader. For example, such 

research has suggested that in the early stages of employment, employees tend to 

receive instructions or be set direct goals by leaders, while employees with a higher 

degree of readiness may be granted a fair amount of autonomy to make independent 

decisions on how to achieve desired outcomes (Hersey & Blanchard, 1969; Pearce & 

Sims Jr., 2002; Thompson & Glasø, 2015).  

However, during the socialization process, newcomers’ work attitudes evolve 

over time (e.g., Boswell et al., 2009; Louis, 1980; Weick, 1995), and leaders may 

worry that as a result of such changes, newcomers will not perform as expected. For 

instance, Boswell and colleagues (2009) demonstrated that newcomers’ job 

satisfaction reaches a peak initially (honeymoon), but soon declines thereafter 

(hangover). Such a decline may make newcomers susceptible to turnover and work 

withdrawal (Kammeyer-Mueller et al., 2005). To cultivate newcomers’ proficiency 
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and proactivity by assigning tasks and responsibilities, leaders may need to keep 

watch on newcomers over time, particularly with regard to their ability and integrity. 

It is interesting to examine how third-party meta-perception may influence leaders’ 

directive and delegating behaviors. In our second model, we investigate how a 

leader’s third-party meta-perceptions affect his or her assessment of a newcomer, 

which in turn determines the extent of the leader’s use of directive and delegating 

behavior. 

3.3.2 Impact of third-party meta-perceptions on perceptions of newcomer’s 

ability and integrity 

While prior research has suggested that the work attitudes of newly hired 

employees evolve over time (Boswell et al., 2009; Louis, 1980; Weick, 1995), leaders 

generally lack the time and opportunity needed to monitor every employee through 

direct interaction. Rather, leaders often select one or a few subordinates to serve as 

mentors for newcomers. These mentors assist the leaders in developing newly hired 

employees by facilitating group integration (e.g., Kammeyer-Mueller & Wanberg, 

2003), helping the newcomers integrate various pieces of information in the work 

setting (e.g., Van Maanen, 1984), and communicating subtle values, norms, or 

expectations that may not be well understood by the leaders (e.g., Schein, 1988). 

Very often, mentors are more familiar with newcomers than leaders are, because they 

have more chances to interact with newly hired employees. Accordingly, leaders may 

regard mentors as reliable sources of social information on newcomers and assign 

considerable weight to clues obtained from these mentors. Based on our theory of 

third-party meta-perception, we argue that leaders may pay particular attention to 
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how mentors see newcomers to reduce the uncertainties associated with assessing 

newcomers’ ability and integrity in the first month of the latter’s employment.  

During their first month of the socialization process, newcomers’ work 

attitudes may evolve over time and leaders need to keep track on whether newcomers 

can perform as expected (e.g., Boswell et al., 2009; Louis, 1980; Weick, 1995). These 

leaders may make sense of how mentors see their newly hired employees based on 

mentors’ feedback or various workplace events as they occur across time. For 

example, leaders may develop third-party meta-perceptions of newcomers based on 

mentors’ views by communicating with the mentors or observing how mentors treat 

the newcomers. Based on our theory of third-party meta-perceptions, we argue that 

the development of (or the change in) a leader’s third-party meta-perceptions of a 

newcomer based on a mentor’s view may be indicative of how the leader assesses the 

newcomer’s ability and integrity in the future.  

Specifically, during the initial stage of socialization, leaders who develop 

third-party meta-perception of agency based on mentors’ views may infer that 

mentors’ recognition of the newcomers’ agency (e.g., competence, efficiency, and 

cleverness) arises from their successful performance record in front of the mentors. 

These leaders may be more certain about the newcomers’ technical and interpersonal 

skills by applying a simple intuitive heuristic such as “if the mentor thinks that this 

newcomer is agentic, the newcomer should be capable of performing the job 

required” and thus form a stronger perception of newcomers’ ability subsequently. 

Similarly, leaders who develop a third-party meta-perception of newcomers’ 

communion based on mentors’ views may assume that the mentors recognize the 
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newcomers’ communal qualities (e.g., sincerity, honesty, and fairness to others) 

because they have always shown a sense of responsibility in their work and kept their 

mentors informed. These leaders may be more certain about whether newcomers will 

adhere to certain moral standards in their work, and thus form a stronger perception 

of newcomers’ integrity subsequently. Taken together, we propose the following 

hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 4a: A change in a leader’s third-party meta-perception of 

newcomer’s agency based on a mentor’s view will be positively related to a 

subsequent change in the leader’s perception of the newcomer’s ability. 

Hypothesis 4b: A change in a leader’s third-party meta-perception of a 

newcomer’s communion based on a mentor’s view will be positively related to 

a subsequent change in the leader’s perception of the newcomer’s integrity. 

3.3.3 Impact of perceptions of newcomer’s ability and integrity on leader’s 

directive behavior 

Leaders’ directive behavior comprises predominantly responsible, accurate, 

and corrective activities, emphasizing the need to provide direction to subordinates. 

Research has suggested that directive behavior is particularly useful at an early stage 

of employment, when newcomers often find themselves overwhelmed by the 

unfamiliar organizational environment and require direct feedback from their leaders. 

Empirical studies have suggested that leaders who adopt a directive leadership style 

can reduce task and role ambiguity and provide external monitoring of and feedback 

on employees’ performance, reducing process loss and allowing the team to execute 

decisions more quickly (House, 1996; Kahai, Sosik, & Avolio, 2004; Sagie, 1997). 
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According to the situational leadership perspective, optimal styles of 

supervision can be prescribed for different levels of employee maturity (e.g., 

Blanchard, 2010): leaders should use directive methods with inexperienced 

subordinates but less directive methods as employees become more experienced. The 

assumption is that leader directive behavior helps to manage the uncertainties 

associated with the behaviors of inexperienced employees. If leaders no longer feel 

uncertain about how their subordinates will behave, leaders may reduce the 

directiveness of their behavior toward subordinates. In this thesis, we extend this 

view and propose that leaders’ directive behavior can also depend on their uncertainty 

assessments of newcomers’ ability and integrity during the socialization process.    

Specifically, we argue that changes in leaders’ perceptions of newcomers’ 

ability and integrity may trigger leaders to reduce the directiveness of their behavior 

during the initial phase of the socialization process. First, leaders keep track of 

whether newcomers have enough skills and knowledge to complete tasks; if 

newcomers encounter problems while performing tasks, leaders can immediately 

utilize directive methods to diagnose newcomers’ performance, provide them with 

clear guidance, and/or require them to comply with instructions (e.g., House, 1971; 

Pearce et al., 2003; Somech, 2006; Yukl & Falbe, 1991). Similarly, leaders who 

perceive more strongly about newcomers’ ability may reduce the directiveness of 

their leadership behavior by withdrawing their influence on the way newcomers 

accomplish assigned tasks and allowing newcomers to retain their autonomy. 

In addition, leaders need to keep track of newcomers’ integrity, i.e., whether 

newcomers stick to the workplace’s “code of ethics” (e.g., acting reliably, 
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appropriately, and consistently, and keeping their promises). Prior research has 

suggested that leaders who regard their subordinates as selfish, irresponsible, and lazy 

tend to resort to policies that mandate strict control measures and impose coercive 

power over their subordinates (McGregor, 1960; Pinder, 1984). Bass (1990) and Yukl 

(1989) also indicated that leaders’ directiveness helps to ensure that subordinates can 

follow procedures and work up to their capacity. Following this logic, we expect that 

leaders who perceive more strongly about newcomers’ integrity may exert less 

control and power through directive behavior. 

Building on Hypotheses 4a and 4b, and considering how changes in 

perceptions of ability and integrity may inversely affect change in directive leader 

behavior, we hypothesize that the changes in perceptions of newcomers’ ability are 

likely to mediate the indirect negative effect of the change in third-party meta-

perceptions of newcomers’ agency based on mentors’ view on change in leaders’ 

directive behaviors. We also hypothesize that changes in perceptions of newcomers’ 

integrity are likely to mediate the indirect negative effect of changes in third-party 

meta-perceptions of newcomers’ communion based on mentors’ views on changes in 

leaders’ directive behaviors.   

Hypothesis 5a: A change in a leader’s third-party meta-perception of a 

newcomer’s agency based on mentor’s view is negatively and indirectly 

related to a subsequent change in the leader’s directive behaviors, through an 

interceding change in the leader’s perception of the newcomer’s ability. 

Hypothesis 5b: A change in a leader’s third-party meta-perception of a 

newcomer’s communion based on mentor’s view is negatively and indirectly 
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related to the leader’s directive behaviors, through the leader’s perception of 

the newcomer’s integrity. 

3.3.4 Impact of perceptions of newcomer’s ability and integrity on leader’s 

delegating behavior 

Delegating leader behavior refers to the transfer of full decision-making 

authority for a task to a subordinate (Bass, 1990; Leana, 1987). Scholars have 

generally agreed that it is no longer realistic to expect leaders to “have all of the 

answers” or “make all of the decisions” (Lovelace, Manz, & Alves, 2007, p. 375). 

Instead, leaders should engage in delegation, a powerful tool for motivating and 

developing employees (Seibert et al., 2011). However, research has long suggested 

that delegation involves risks. Although it involves a full transfer of power over a 

task (Bass, 1990; Leana, 1987), such that leaders lose control of the task, leaders may 

still have final accountability (Dobrajska et al., 2015). Due to uncertainty about an 

employee’s ability to take on novel and unstructured tasks without shirking work, 

leaders cannot reliably determine if the employee will act appropriately and be able to 

complete the task effectively (Eisenhardt, 1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Mills & 

Ungson, 2003). Therefore, research has generally suggested that employee 

competence and commitment are positively associated with leader delegating 

behavior. Empirical studies have supported this notion by demonstrating that leaders’ 

perceptions of their subordinates’ capability and trustworthiness are positively 

associated with leaders’ willingness to delegate (Leana, 1987).  

Drawing on these insights, we propose that the changes in newcomers’ ability 

and integrity may trigger change in leader delegating behavior during the initial phase 
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of the socialization process. Specifically, on first encountering newcomers, leaders 

may be reluctant to increase the newcomers’ autonomy at work until the newcomers 

prove that they are equipped with sufficient skills and knowledge. Over time, leaders 

who perceive more strongly about newcomers’ ability may feel more secure about 

allowing the newcomers to take on novel and unstructured tasks. As a result, leaders 

will increasingly transfer authority to newcomers through delegation. Likewise, 

leaders may worry about whether newcomers will engage in improper behaviors at 

work, such as stealing resources and divulging sensitive information. Without prior 

knowledge of newcomers’ integrity, leaders may retain their authority to ensure that 

newcomers do not shirk work and duties, which could cause a breakdown in the 

smooth functioning of teams. Over time, leaders who perceive more strongly about 

newcomers’ integrity may be more confident in allowing newcomers to handle more 

important jobs through delegation.  

Building on Hypotheses 4a and 4b, and considering how the changes in 

perceptions of ability and integrity may positively affect the changes in leader 

delegating behavior, we first hypothesize that the changes in perceptions of 

newcomers’ ability are likely to mediate the positive indirect effect of the changes in 

third-party meta-perceptions of newcomers’ agency on the changes in leaders’ 

delegating behaviors. Second, we hypothesize that the changes in perceptions of 

newcomers’ integrity are likely to mediate the positive indirect effect of the changes 

in third-party meta-perceptions of newcomers’ communion on the changes in leaders’ 

delegating behaviors.  
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Hypothesis 6a: A change in a leader’s third-party meta-perception of a 

newcomer’s agency based on a mentor’s view is positively and indirectly 

related to a subsequent change in the leader’s delegating behaviors, through 

an interceding change in the leader’s perception of the newcomer’s ability. 

Hypothesis 6b: A change in a leader’s third-party meta-perception of a 

newcomer’s communion based on a mentor’s view is positively and indirectly 

related to a subsequent change in the leader’s delegating behaviors, through 

an interceding change in the leader’s perception of the newcomer’s integrity. 

3.4 Moderating role of team size  

The theory of third-party meta-perception rests on the premise that 

scrutinizing all available social information to assess targets is cognitively demanding 

for people. If people are less able to track targets directly from targets’ activities, 

people may rely more on third-party meta-perceptions to assess these targets. In such 

a situation, the proposed impacts of third-party meta-perceptions on direct assessment 

of targets (Hypotheses 1 and 4) may be strengthened. We propose that these impacts 

are contingent to team size, such that people who are in larger teams may rely more 

on perceptions of significant others’ views to assess targets.  

In Model 1, based on Hypothesis 1, we argue that team size strengthens the 

positive effects of newcomer’s third-party meta-perceptions of a coworker’s agency 

and communion based on a leader’s view on newcomer’s perceptions of coworker’s 

ability and integrity. Existing research has long suggested that large team size often 

suppresses people’s ability to manage its social relations at the cognitive level 

(Barrett, Henzi, & Dunbar, 2003) because there are limits to the number of contacts 
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that people can maintain over a given period of time (e.g., Dunbar, 1993; Hill & 

Dunbar, 2003). Accordingly, when team size is large, newcomers may find 

coworkers’ acts, behaviors, talks, and interactions become less transparent. 

Newcomers may rely more on perceptions of leader’s views to make sense of their 

interacting coworkers. Research supported this notion by showing that people in large 

group are more incline make interpersonal judgment based on reputational 

information about others that is passed on by third parties (Dunbar, 1998). When 

team size is small, newcomers will have ample first-hand information, making third-

party meta-perception less useful in assessing coworkers. 

In Model 2, based on Hypothesis 4, we argue that team size strengthens the 

positive effects of leader’s third-party meta-perceptions of a newcomer’s agency and 

communion based on a mentor’s view on leader’s perceptions of newcomer’s ability 

and integrity. Research has shown that due to the large number of relationships 

involved, large teams are difficult to manage directly (Thomas & Fink, 1963). For 

instance, if there are eight people in a team, holding 30-minute one-on-one meetings 

with the full team will take a leader four hours, approximately half of a working day. 

In addition, the leaders of large teams have little time available to handhold, because 

they have to prioritize making complex team decisions and coordinating employees 

with different ways of thinking (Shaw & Harkey, 1976; Thomas & Fink, 1963). 

Accordingly, these leaders may be more inclined to leverage mentors to develop 

newly hired employees. As a result, when team size is large, leaders may find it 

difficult to understand the details of newcomers’ work directly through daily 

interaction, and may hence rely more on mentors’ views to assess both the ability and 
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the integrity of the newcomers. In contrast, the leaders of small teams can easily 

establish one-to-one relationships with newly hired employees. Consequently, third-

party meta-perceptions may be less likely to affect leaders’ evaluation of newcomers. 

Taken together, we hypothesize as follows: 

Hypothesis 7a: Team size moderates the positive effect of a change in a 

newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a coworker’s agency based on a 

leader’s view on a change in newcomer’s perception of coworker’s ability, 

such that when the team is larger, the impact of a change in a newcomer’s 

third-party meta-perception of a coworker’s agency based on a leader’s view 

on changes in newcomer’s perception of coworker’s ability becomes more 

positive. 

Hypothesis 7b: Team size moderates the positive effect of a change in a 

newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a coworker’s communion based 

on a leader’s view on a change in newcomer’s perception of coworker’s 

integrity, such that when the team is larger, the impact of a change in a 

newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a coworker’s communion based 

on a leader’s view on changes in newcomer’s perception of coworker’s 

integrity becomes more positive. 

Hypothesis 7c: Team size moderates the positive effect of a change in a 

leader’s third-party meta-perception of a newcomer’s agency based on a 

mentor’s view on a change in leader’s perception of newcomer’s ability, such 

that when the team is larger, the impact of a change in a leader’s third-party 
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meta-perception of a newcomer’s agency based on a mentor’s view on 

changes in leader’s perception of newcomer’s ability becomes more positive. 

Hypothesis 7d: Team size moderates the positive effect of a change in a 

leader’s third-party meta-perception of a newcomer’s communion based on a 

mentor’s view on a change in leader’s perception of newcomer’s integrity, 

such that when the team is larger, the impact of a change in a leader’s third-

party meta-perception of a newcomer’s communion based on a mentor’s view 

on changes in leader’s perception of newcomerr’s integrity becomes more 

positive. 
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Chapter 4: Pilot Study 

4.1 Overview 

One might expect third-party meta-perception to have only a trivial or even a 

negligible effect in the socialization context. As an example, consider Ann, who 

meets Bob, Cat, and David for the first time. Even after some interactions are over, 

Ann may find it difficult to differentiate Bob’s perception of Cat from David’s 

perception of Cat. Further, when Ann is asked to report her meta-perceptions of the 

interactions, specifically how she perceives Bob’s and David’s respective perceptions 

of Cat, she may simply rely on her own perception of Cat and assume that Bob and 

David perceive Cat similarly. This may be problematic, as our key logic is built on 

the acquisition of additional social information from third-party meta-perception. If 

the above conditions are prevalent in the socialization context, many of our logical 

deductions cannot stand. For example, the inability of meta-perceiver to distinguish 

different referees’ perceptions of the same target may weaken our claim that meta-

perceivers can recognize the unique social value of significant others’ perceptions. In 

addition, if third-party meta-perception is highly associated with direct perception, it 

makes little sense to consider the impact of the distal predictor (third-party meta-

perception), rather than the proximal one (direct perception), on interpersonal 

processes.  

Of course, however, empirical support has been provided for the importance 

of considering third-party meta-perceptions in the socialization context. For example, 

Bond and colleagues (1996) reviewed a study of third-party meta-perception in a 

zero-acquaintance setting. In the reviewed study, the researchers allowed groups of 
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five women to interact one-on-one for 10 minutes. After 10 minutes, each woman 

was asked to rate how much she liked the person with whom she had been interacting 

and assess how much each of the other participants liked the other three women. The 

results showed that although the participants did not have the opportunity to observe 

the other women’s interactions, they could achieve above-chance accuracy levels in 

predicting how much people liked each other. Such meta-cognitive ability has also 

been demonstrated in the workplace (Krackhardt, 1987). However, to answer 

incoming queries about the psychometric properties of third-party meta-perception, 

we conducted a pilot study to examine the following phenomena: 

(1) Whether meta-perceivers can distinguish between different referees’ 

perceptions of different targets. 

(2) Whether meta-perceivers can distinguish their meta-perceptions from their 

own perceptions of targets. 

Using statistical methods, we investigated the first phenomenon by examining 

the variation in meta-perceivers’ ratings of the perceptions of different referees of 

different targets. We investigated the second phenomenon by examining the 

correlations between third-party meta-perceptions and direct perceptions of targets. In 

the next section, we describe our research design and analytical approach for this 

pilot study. 

4.2 Sample and procedure 

We conducted our pilot study by collecting data from first-year students at a 

university in China. At the time of data collection, the respondents were undertaking 

2 weeks of military training before starting university. Each student had been 
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assigned to a military team that was supervised by a squad leader (significant other). 

The aim of this military training was to cultivate the perseverance of first-year 

students and develop their sense of responsibility to the country. The training also 

involved team-building activities to give the students a chance to get to know each 

other before the semester. This offered a particularly useful context for us to examine 

the abovementioned two phenomena regarding third-party meta-perceptions in a 

relatively naturalistic field setting. After the students’ first week of training, we 

immediately distributed copies of a survey to 282 students. The respondents were 

briefed on the nature of the research before the survey took place, and we assured 

them that their responses would remain confidential. Each respondent received a 

cover letter explaining the study, a questionnaire, and a return envelope. The 

respondents returned the surveys to the researchers immediately upon completion. 

We collected data on third-party meta-perceptions via an egocentric survey using the 

name generator approach. Specifically, we provided each respondent with four blank 

spaces and then asked them to list the names of four teammates (1) whom they had 

first met during the training and (2) with whom they had interacted the most thus far. 

Next, survey data were collected to assess in a round-robin manner the participants’ 

meta-perceptions of the four teammates (TMs) they had each listed. For example, 

each respondent rated how TM1 perceived TM2, TM3, and TM4, then rated how 

TM2 perceived TM1, TM3, and TM4, and so on. We also asked the respondents to 

assess their perceptions of how the squad leader perceived targeted teammates and 

their direct perceptions of these teammates. Further, we collected data on the 

respondents’ demographic variables, including their gender, age, and major of study. 
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After we had excluded incomplete surveys, the final sample comprised 255 

students. The effective response rate was 90%. Of the students in the final sample, 

54% were male, with a mean age of 17.98 years (SD = .62). Engineering students 

made up 73% of the sample; the rest were science students. 

4.3 Measures 

Third-party meta-perceptions. We measured third-party meta-perceptions of 

different targets based on different referees’ (teammates and squad leader) views, 

using items from Wojciszke, Abele, and Baryla’s (2009) agency and communion 

scale. Two items reflecting the agency and communion dimensions were used 

(namely “capable” for agency and “sincere” for communion). Ratings were made on 

a seven-point Likert scale with the following descriptive anchors: 1 = strongly 

disagree, 4 = neither agree nor disagree, and 7 = strongly agree. We asked the 

respondents to assess how each teammate would rate each of the other teammates 

(e.g., “[Referee name] sees [target name] as capable” and “[Referee name] sees 

[target name] as sincere”). We used the same approach to capture the respondents’ 

third-party meta-perceptions of each teammate based on their squad leader’s view 

(e.g., “My squad leader sees [target name] as capable” and “My squad leader sees 

[target name] as sincere”). We recognized that in the selected socialization context, 

the first-year student participants were unlikely to have sufficient social information 

to assess every participant’s perceptions of every other participant. Accordingly, we 

followed Ferrin and colleagues (2006) in including the following response option: “X 

= I have no idea whatsoever about [this particular teammate’s/my squad leader’s] 

view of that particular teammate.” For third-party meta-perceptions based on 
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teammate’s view, X scores comprised about 31% and 24% of the total responses for 

the agency and communion dimensions, respectively, of third-party meta-perception. 

For third-party meta-perceptions based on squad leader’s view, X scores comprised 

about 28% and 30% of the total responses for the agency and communion 

dimensions, respectively. Note that these were not missing observations; on the 

contrary, they reflected the extent to which the respondents were unable to make any 

assessment due to a lack of knowledge. Accordingly, for data analysis purposes, we 

scored X responses as 4 on the abovementioned seven-point Likert scale (neither 

agree nor disagree), because this lack of knowledge logically reflected neither 

agreement nor disagreement regarding how another participant perceived someone 

else. 

Direct perceptions of agency and communion. We used the items selected to 

capture third-party meta-perceptions to measure perceptions of agency and 

communion. We asked the respondents to indicate their own perceptions of each 

teammate (e.g., “[Target name] is capable” and “[Target name] is sincere”). We 

included the response option “X = I have no idea whatsoever about this trait of 

[Target name].” X scores comprised about 5% and 3% of the total responses for the 

agency and communion dimensions, respectively. 

4.4 Analytic approach 

We used the social relations model (SRM) to examine the variance structure 

of third-party meta-perceptions (Kenny, 1994; Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006; Kenny 

& La Voie, 1984). The SRM is a conceptual and analytical framework used to study 

round-robin dyadic data. It can be estimated using analysis of variance (also known 
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as the method of moments) with four random effects: the group effect (group means), 

actor effect, partner effect, and actor × partner effect (Kenny, 1994). As each 

respondent rated his or her perceptions/meta-perceptions for a four-member round-

robin group, our data structure fitted the SRM framework. To adapt our context, we 

called the four random effects described above the meta-perceiver effect, the referee 

effect, the target effect, and the referee × target effect, respectively. The meta-

perceiver effect captured whether some meta-perceivers (respondents) differed 

consistently in providing overall meta-perception ratings for their own round-robin 

group (e.g., respondent 1 was more likely than respondent 2 to rate the respondents as 

seeing each other as capable or friendly). The referee effect described each 

respondent’s tendency to have a general meta-perception for a referee. The target 

effect described a respondent’s tendency to have a general perception of a target. The 

referee × target effect described the unique way in which the respondents meta-

perceived a referee to have a particular perception of a target. 

4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Variance structure of third-party meta-perceptions 

The variance structure of third-party meta-perceptions of teammate’s agency 

and communion based on referee’s view is presented in Table 1. To investigate the 

first phenomenon, i.e., whether meta-perceivers can distinguish between different 

referees’ perceptions of different targets, we examined the variation in meta-

perceptions at the referee × target level (e.g., the unique way in which the respondents 

meta-perceived a referee to have perceptions of a particular target). Not surprisingly, 

we found that 30% of the total variance in third-party meta-perceptions of agency and 
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29% of that in third-party meta-perceptions of communion were located at the referee 

× target level. These results demonstrated that when the respondents were asked to 

assess how other respondents perceived others in the socialization context, they were 

able to differentiate the perceptions of different teammates of different others.  

Table 1 Variance partitioning for third-party meta-perceptions of agency and 
communion (pilot study) 

 
Third-party meta-

perception of teammate’s 
agency 

Third-party meta-
perception of teammate’s 

communion 

Sources of variance Variance 
parameter Variance % Variance 

parameter Variance % 

Meta-perceiver .69** 43% .46** 28% 
Referee .08** 5% .22** 13% 
Target .35** 22% .51** 31% 
Referee × target .49** 30% .48** 29% 

** p < .01, two-tailed tests. 

To investigate the second phenomenon, i.e., whether meta-perceivers can 

distinguish their meta-perceptions from their own perceptions of targets, we 

examined the correlations between third-party meta-perceptions and direct 

perceptions of targets. As shown in Table 2, we found that the correlations between 

third-party meta-perceptions and direct perceptions were generally positive. The 

highest correlation value we found was .56, indicating that 31% of the third-party 

meta-perceptions were related to direct perceptions (.56 squared = 0.31). These 

findings suggest that although the two types of perception may overlap, the 

respondents could to some extent distinguish them. Due to our focus on how third-

party meta-perceptions impact interpersonal processes by providing additional social 

information in the socialization context, we continue to argue that it is worth 

considering third-party meta-perceptions as important predictors of interpersonal 

processes.  
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We also investigated how the role of the referee (teammate versus squad 

leader) affected the magnitude of the correlations between third-party meta-

perceptions and direct perceptions of targets. We found that in general, direct 

perceptions were more positively associated with third-party meta-perceptions when 

the respondents used the squad leader (compared with the teammate) as the referee 

(agency dimension: .56 compared with .35; communion dimension: .43 compared 

with .36). These results provide initial support for our claim that significant others 

play an important role in the formation of third-party meta-perceptions in the 

socialization context. 

Table 2 Correlations between third-party meta-perceptions and direct 
perceptions of targets 

Partial correlations 

Direct 
perception of 
teammate’s 

agency 

Direct 
perception of 
teammate’s 
communion 

Teammate as referee   
Third-party meta-perception of teammate’s agency 0.35**  
Third-party meta-perception of teammate’s 

communion  0.36** 

Squad leader as referee   
Third-party meta-perception of teammate’s agency 0.56**  
Third-party meta-perception of teammate’s 

communion  0.43** 

** p < .01, two-tailed tests. 
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4.6 Summary 

In our pilot study, we found that the respondents (meta-perceivers) could both 

differentiate between different referees’ perceptions of different targets and 

distinguish their meta-perceptions from their own perceptions of the targets in the 

socialization context. These empirical findings offered an initial understanding of the 

nature of third-party meta-perceptions and provided a theoretical basis for continuing 

our research. 
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Chapter 5: Main Study 

5.1 Sample and procedure 

We conducted a longitudinal survey of employees of three manufacturing 

companies and one dairy company in China. The participants were newly hired 

employees who had not yet started work and their direct supervisors. All of the 

employees worked in teams. To facilitate the onboarding process, the supervisors 

assigned subordinates to mentor the new employees. Within the period set for our 

study, each time a supervisor hired a new employee, we sent an invitation letter to 

both the supervisor and the new employee, explaining to them (1) the purpose of the 

research, (2) that their participation was voluntary, and (3) that the results would be 

kept confidential. On the first day of each newcomer’s employment, we asked his or 

her supervisor to indicate which subordinate would mentor the new employee, and 

asked both the supervisor and the new employee to fill out a baseline survey that 

included demographic measures. Next, from the third day to the end of the first 

month of the newcomer’s employment, the newcomer and corresponding supervisor 

completed a survey once a week. For Model 1, we collected data on the new 

employees in four waves using a one-with-many design, in which each new employee 

rated multiple coworkers in his or her team (Kenny et al., 2006). In each wave of the 

new employee survey, we measured third-party meta-perceptions, perceptions of 

ability and integrity, feedback seeking, information seeking, and the control variables. 

For Model 2, we collected data on the supervisors in four waves and matched the 

responses with the data from the new employee survey. In each wave of the 

supervisor survey, we measured third-party meta-perceptions, perceptions of ability 
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and integrity, and the control variables. In each wave of the new employee survey, we 

measured leaders’ directive and delegating behaviors. Figure 3 presents a detailed 

timeline for our data collection for the main study.   

Figure 3 Data collection timeline for the main study  

 

Four hundred and thirty-nine new employees (out of 443 total new 

employees) and all of their corresponding supervisors participated in the full survey 

(effective response rate = 98.87%). Each of the new employees worked with three to 

six coworkers, yielding 1,616 newcomer–coworker dyadic ratings. Of the new 

employees, 45% were male and 16% had a college degree or above. Their mean age 
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was 23.63 years (SD = 3.09). Of the supervisors, 64% were male and 95% had a 

college degree or above. Their mean age was 33.56 years (SD = 3.12). 

5.2 Measures for Model 1 

Except for the item measuring third-party meta-perceptions, all of the items 

used in our research were originally developed in English and subsequently back-

translated into Mandarin Chinese by bilingual experts to ensure semantic equivalence 

and agreement (Brislin, Lonner, & Thorndike, 1973).  

Third-party meta-perceptions (new employee rated). We measured the 

respondents’ third-party meta-perceptions of coworker based on leader’s view, i.e., 

how they perceived leaders’ perceptions of different coworkers, based on items from 

Wojciszke and colleagues’ (2009) agency and communion scale. Six items reflecting 

the agency and communion dimensions were used (“competent,” “efficient,” and 

“clever” for agency and “sincere,” “honest,” and “fair to others” for communion). 

Ratings were given on a seven-point Likert scale with the following descriptive 

anchors: 1 = strongly disagree, 4 = neither agree nor disagree, and 7 = strongly 

agree. We asked the respondents to assess how their supervisor would rate each 

coworker (e.g., “My supervisor sees [target name] as competent” and “My supervisor 

sees [target name] as sincere”).  

We recognized that the respondents in this socialization context, similar to 

those in the pilot study, were unlikely, as new employees, to have sufficient social 

information to assess their leaders’ perceptions of every coworker. Accordingly, we 

followed Ferrin and colleagues (2006) in including the response option “X = I have 

no idea whatsoever about my leader’s view of that particular coworker.” For the 
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agency dimension of third-party meta-perception, X scores comprised about 23% and 

8% of the total responses at time 1 and time 2, respectively, while for the communion 

dimension of third-party meta-perception, X scores comprised about 14% and 2% of 

the total responses at time 1 and time 2, respectively. None of the participants gave 

the X option at time 3 or time 4. We scored X responses as 4 on the 7-point Likert 

scale described above (neither agree nor disagree), because this lack of knowledge 

logically reflected neither agreement nor disagreement regarding how one participant 

perceived another. 

Perceptions of ability and integrity (new employee rated). We used six items 

from Mayer and Davis (1999) to assess newcomers’ perceptions of coworkers’ ability 

and integrity. Each respondent was asked to report his or her perceptions of 

coworkers’ ability and integrity (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). A sample 

item measuring perceived ability is “He or she is very capable of performing his or 

her job.” A sample item measuring perceived integrity is “He or she will stick to its 

word with no doubt.” 

Feedback seeking (new employee rated). We measured feedback seeking 

using four items developed by Ashford and Black (1996) (1 = never, 7 = always). We 

modified the scale by adding words “from [target]” and changing the referent to “I” 

in for each of the original items. A sample item is “I have sought feedback from 

[target name] on my performance after assignments.” 

Information seeking (new employee rated). We measured information 

seeking using four items developed by Ashford and Black (1996) (1 = never, 7 = 

always). We modified the scale by adding words “from [target]” and changing the 
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referent to “I” in each of the original items. A sample item is “I have tried to learn the 

(official) organizational structure from [target name].” 

Control variables. We recognized that the effects of newcomer’s third-party 

meta-perceptions of a coworker based on leader’s views could be confounded by the 

effects of observing coworker’s behaviors in front of the leader. To tease out such 

possible effects, we controlled for observed coworker’s behaviors in front of the 

leader. We developed scales corresponding to two dimensions of third-party meta-

perception, namely observed coworker’s agentic behaviors in front of the leader and 

observed coworker’s communal behaviors in front of the leader. We asked the 

respondents to report how each coworker behaved in front of a supervisor (e.g., “I 

saw [target name] perform competently in front of my supervisor” and “I saw [target 

name] act sincerely in front of my supervisor”; 1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly 

agree). 

5.3 Measures for Model 2 

Third-party meta-perceptions (supervisor rated). We measured the 

respondents’ third-party meta-perceptions of newcomer based on mentor’s view, i.e., 

how they perceived the mentors’ perceptions of the newcomers, using the same scales 

used for our Model 1 (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). Specifically, we 

asked the respondents to assess how their mentors would rate the newcomers (e.g., 

“[Mentor name] sees this newcomer as competent” and “[Mentor name] sees this 

newcomer as sincere”). We included the response option “X = I have no idea 

whatsoever about my mentor’s view of this newcomer.” For the agency dimension of 

third-party meta-perception, X scores comprised about 8% and 2% of the total 
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responses at time 1 and time 2, respectively, while for the communion dimension of 

third-party meta-perception, X scores comprised about 8% of the total responses at 

time 1. None of the participants gave the X option for the agency dimension at time 3 

or time 4, and none of the participants gave the X option for communion at times 2, 3, 

or 4. We scored X responses as 4 on the abovementioned 7-point Likert scale (neither 

agree nor disagree), because this lack of knowledge logically reflected neither 

agreement nor disagreement regarding how one participant perceived another. 

Team size. We measured team size based on the number of employees 

(including the newcomer) in the team. 

Perceptions of ability and integrity (supervisor rated). We measured the 

leaders’ perceptions of newcomers’ ability and integrity using the same scales as for 

Model 1. Each respondent was asked to report his or her perceptions of the 

corresponding newcomer’s ability and integrity (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly 

agree).  

Directive behavior (new employee rated). We used three items from 

Lorinkova and colleagues (2013) to assess leader directive behavior. We modified the 

scale by changing the referent from “team members” to “me.” Each respondent was 

asked to indicate the extent to which he or she perceived the leader to exhibit 

directive behavior (1 = never, 7 = always). A sample item is “The leader gives 

instructions to me.” 

Delegating behavior (Model 2: newcomer rated). We used three items from 

Schriesheim and colleagues’ (1998) delegation scale to assess leader delegating 

behavior. The respondents were asked to rate the extent to which they perceived their 
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leaders to exhibit delegating behavior (1 = never, 7 = always). A sample item is “My 

leader does not require that I get hisor her input or approval before making 

decisions.”  

Control variables. As for Model 1, we controlled for observed newcomer’s 

behaviors in front of the mentor. We developed scales corresponding to two 

dimensions of third-party meta-perception, namely observed newcomer’s agentic 

behaviors in front of the mentor and observed newcomer’s communal behaviors in 

front of the mentor. We asked the respondents to report how the newcomer behaved 

in front of a mentor (e.g., “I saw this newcomer perform competently in front of the 

mentor” and “I saw this newcomer act sincerely in front of the mentor”; 1 = strongly 

disagree, 7 = strongly agree). 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Model estimation: Multilevel structural equation model and latent change 

score model 

Model 1 was composed of predictors, mediators, and outcome variables 

measured at the relationship level (newcomer–coworker dyad). As such, our 

theoretical framework took the form of a 1-1-1 model (Muthén & Muthén, 2018; 

Preacher, Zyphur, & Zhang, 2010). Although the 1-1-1 model enabled us to estimate 

both latent individual and relationship differences in the outcomes (Preacher et al., 

2010, p. 210), our hypothesis testing focused only on relationship-level variance in 

feedback seeking and information seeking. We analyzed the data by conducting 

multilevel structural equation modeling (SEM) (Heck & Thomas, 2009) using Mplus 

8.3 (Muthén & Muthén, 2018; Preacher et al., 2010).  
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Further, to investigate the dynamic interactions between the variables, we 

explicitly specified a latent change score (LCS) for each study variable at both 

individual and relationship levels. The LCS represents an increase or decrease in the 

true score for each variable between two adjacent occasions (McArdle, 2009, 2012). 

For instance, the LCS for third-party meta-perception of agency (Δ third-party meta-

perception of agency, where Δ indicates change) was specified to be affected by a 

proportional change in third-party meta-perception of coworker’s agency from time t 

to time t + 1. Accordingly, as we measured our study variables four times, for each 

variable, we created three LCSs at the individual level and three LCSs at the 

relationship level. We modeled missing values using the full information maximum 

likelihood method, implemented in Mplus, to derive unbiased estimates (Muthén & 

Muthén, 2018).  

Unlike that of Model 1, the theoretical framework of Model 2 took the form 

of a single-level model (leader–newcomer dyad). We explicitly specified an LCS for 

each study variable using the same procedures as for Model 1. Table 3 presents the 

means, standard deviations, and individual-, relationship-, and time-level correlations 

of the study variables in Model 1. Table 4 presents the means, standard deviations, 

and correlations of the study variables in Model 2. Table 5 presents the estimation of 

descriptive parameters for the LCS models with the study variables.
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Table 3 Means, standard deviations, and correlations of the variables (main study, Model 1) 

 Variables Levels M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1. Newcomer’s gender  

(1 = male, 0 = female) 
Individual .45 .50 

           

 Relationship 
             

 Time 
             

2. Newcomer’s age Individual 23.63 3.09 -.03 
          

 Relationship 
             

 Time 
             

3. Newcomer’s education Individual 2.53 .84 .06 -.02 
         

 Relationship 
             

 Time 
             

4. Coworker’s gender  
(1 = male, 0 = female) 

Individual 
             

 Relationship .76 .43 
           

 Time 
             

5. Observed coworker’s agentic 
behaviors in front of leader 

Individual 3.82 .57 .10* -.05 -.05 
        

 Relationship 
 

.73 
   

-.03 
       

 Time 
 

.72 
           

6. Observed coworker’s communal 
behaviors in front of leader 

Individual 3.92 .68 .06 .06 .04 
 

.06 
      

 Relationship 
 

.74 
   

.02 .19** 
      

 Time 
 

.66 
    

.05** 
      

7. Third-party meta-perception of 
coworker’s agency based on leader’s 
view 

Individual 3.84 .67 .03 -.02 -.02 
 

.44** -.07 
     

 Relationship 
 

.81 
   

-.01 .25** .21** 
     

 Time 
 

.66 
    

.09** .06** 
     

8. Third-party meta-perception of 
coworker’s communion based on 
leader’s view 

Individual 4.31 .69 .07 .06 .00 
 

.03 .16** .00 
    

 Relationship 
 

.75 
   

-.03 .32** .27** .30** 
    

 Time 
 

.66 
    

.01 .04** .09** 
    

9. Perceived coworker’s ability Individual 4.01 .70 -.03 .04 .00 
 

.16** .08 .08 .02 
   

 Relationship 
 

.73 
   

.01 .27** .30** .28** .30** 
   

 Time 
 

.65 
    

.07** .13** .13** .07** 
   

10. Perceived coworker’s integrity Individual 4.25 .67 -.04 .01 -.11* 
 

.10* -.03 .02 .09 .03 
  

 Relationship 
 

.76 
   

-.03 .27** .24** .22** .33** .28** 
  

 Time 
 

.64 
    

.04** .09** .12** .20** .06** 
  

11. Feedback seeking from coworker Individual 3.49 .65 .05 -.06 .01 
 

.13** .08 .13** .02 .02 .10* 
 

 Relationship 
 

.71 
   

-.04 .22** .23** .26** .30** .28** .27** 
 

 Time 
 

.73 
    

.06** .06** .08** -.06** .14** .08** 
 

12. Information seeking from coworker Individual 3.71 .70 .04 .05 -.07 
 

.16** .06 .00 .06 .05 .02 .01 
 Relationship 

 
.72 

   
.03 .34** .24** .29** .28** .27** .29** .27** 

 Time 
 

.67 
    

.15** .08** .12** .06** .13** .16** .20** 

Note. N = 6,464 ratings from 1,616 newcomer–coworker dyads nested in 439 newcomers. * p < .05, ** p < .01, two-tailed tests. 
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Table 4 Means, standard deviations, and correlations of the variables (main study, Model 2)  

 Variables Levels M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1. Team size 

  
Individual 4.68 .83 

              

 Time 
                

2. Leader’s gender 
(1 = male, 0 = female) 

Individual .64 .48 -.05 
             

 Time 
                

3. Leader’s age 
  

Individual 33.56 3.12 .05 .06 
            

 Time 
                

4. Leader’s education 
  

Individual 4.22 .52 .03 .11* .66** 
           

 Time 
                

5. Newcomer’s gender 
(1 = male, 0 = female) 

Individual .45 .50 -.07 .00 .08 .07 
          

 Time 
                

6. Newcomer’s age Individual 23.63 3.09 -.09 .03 -.07 -.01 -.03 
         

 Time 
                

7. Newcomer’s education 
  

Individual 2.53 .84 -.05 .01 .05 .05 .06 -.02 
        

 Time 
                

8. Observed newcomer’s agentic 
behaviors in front of mentor 

Individual 4.56 1.28 -.09 -.02 .06 -.06 .11* -.06 -.04 
       

 Time 
 

.81 
              

9. Observed newcomer’s 
communal behaviors in front of 
mentor 

Individual 4.02 1.36 .07 -.10* -.02 .00 .02 -.06 .03 .09 
      

 Time 
 

.84 
       

.06* 
      

10. Third-party meta-perception of 
newcomer’s agency based on 
mentor’s view 

Individual 4.15 1.31 .05 .00 -.02 .03 -.05 -.06 -.05 .05 -.07 
     

 Time 
 

.83 
       

-.05* -.10** 
     

11. Third-party  
meta-perception of newcomer’s 
communion based on mentor’s 
view 

Individual 4.22 1.28 .03 -.04 .08 .04 -.06 -.08 .02 -.01 .07 .00 
    

 Time 
 

.80 
       

.01 .04 .06** 
    

12. Perceived newcomer’s 
ability 

Individual 4.02 1.35 -.03 .01 .03 .00 -.02 .01 .05 .03 .07 -.06 .06 
   

 Time 
 

.83 
       

.05* .01 .00 .04 
   

13. Perceived newcomer’s 
integrity 

Individual 4.30 1.32 -.01 -.06 .09 .03 .05 -.01 .02 .08 .01 .03 .05 .06 
  

 Time 
 

.81 
       

.10** .05* .00 .06* .04 
  

14. Directive behavior  Individual 4.06 1.33 -.08 .00 .04 .07 .03 .01 -.04 -.10* -.04 -.13** -.05 .07 .02 
 

 Time 
 

.94 
       

-.02 .00 -.07** .01 .10** .00 
 

15. Delegating behavior 
  

Individual 3.40 1.35 -.01 -.03 .00 -.03 .01 .02 .07 .01 .00 .11* .08 .06 .09 -.01 
 Time 

 
.83 

       
.07** .04 .02 .06* .11** .13** -.06* 

Note.  N = 1,616 leader–newcomer dyads. * p < .05, ** p < .01, two-tailed tests. 
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Table 5 Parameter estimates for latent change score models with study variables (main study, Models 1 and 2) 

Model 1 

Observed 
coworker’s 

agentic 
behaviors in 

front of leader 

Observed 
coworker’s 
communal 

behaviors in 
front of leader 

Third-party 
meta-perception 
of coworker’s 

agency based on 
leader’s view 

Third-party 
meta-perception 
of coworker’s 
communion 

based on 
leader’s view 

Perceived 
coworker’s 

ability 

Perceived 
coworker’s 

integrity 

Feedback 
seeking from 

coworker 

Information 
seeking from 

coworker 

Variable Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE 
Relationship 
level                 

Variance                 
Intercept .74** .03 .78** .03 .84** .04 .78** .03 .77** .03 .75** .03 .69** .03 .76** .03 
Slope .19** .01 .23** .01 .21** .01 .16** .01 .18** .01 .22** .02 .19** .01 .21** .01 

Individual 
level                 

Mean                 
Intercept 3.75** .03 3.84** .04 3.81** .03 4.04** .03 4.52** .03 4.29** .04 3.10** .04 3.58** .03 
Slope -.15 .10 .07 .13 .50** .14 .63 .43 .06 .08 -.01 .44 .55 .41 -1.05** .40 

Variance                 
Intercept .30** .03 .31** .04 .33** .03 .28** .04 .27** .03 .37** .04 .37** .04 .29** .03 
Slope .22** .02 .09** .01 .13** .01 .10** .01 .14** .01 .09** .02 .12** .01 .13** .02 

  

Model 2 

Observed 
newcomer’s 

agentic 
behaviors in 

front of mentor 

Observed 
newcomer’s 
communal 

behaviors in 
front of mentor 

Third-party 
meta-perception 
of newcomer’s 

agency based on 
mentor’s view 

Third-party 
meta-perception 
of newcomer’s 

communion 
based on 

mentor’s view 

Perceived 
newcomer’s 

ability 

Perceived 
newcomer’s 

integrity 

 Directive 
behavior 

Delegating 
behavior 

Variable Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE 
Mean                 

Intercept .83** .06 1.08** .08 1.07** .08 .95** .07 1.02** .07 .82** .06 1.01** .07 1.06** .08 
Slope .70** .05 .75** .06 .70** .05 .67** .05 .78** .06 .67** .05 .71** .05 .70** .05 

Variance                 
Intercept 4.60** .05 4.03** .05 4.00** .05 4.39** .05 3.92** .05 4.19** .05 4.72** .05 3.28** .05 
Slope .96** .08 .86** .08 .99** .08 .86** .08 .81** .27 .35 .28 -.50* .20 1.40** .20 

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, two-tailed tests.
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5.4.2 Testing main effects and indirect effect in Model 1 (Hypotheses 1–3) 

In Hypothesis 1a, we predicted that a change in a newcomer’s third-party 

meta-perception of a coworker’s agency based on leader’s view would be positively 

related to a subsequent change in the newcomer’s perception of the coworker’s 

ability. As the relationship level panel of Table 6 shows, Δ third-party meta-

perception of coworkers’ agency based on leader’s view (t + 1) was positively related 

to Δ perceived coworker’s ability (t + 2) (γ = .25, p < .01), supporting Hypothesis 1a. 

Further, in Hypothesis 1b, we predicted that a change in a newcomer’s third-party 

meta-perception of a coworker’s communion based on leader’s view would be 

positively related to a subsequent change in the newcomer’s perception of the 

coworker’s integrity. As the relationship level panel of Table 6 shows, Δ third-party 

meta-perception of coworkers’ communion based on leader’s view (t + 1) was 

positively related to Δ perceived coworker’s integrity (t + 2) (γ = .23, p < .01), 

supporting Hypothesis 1b. 

In Hypothesis 2a, we predicted that a change in a newcomer’s perception of a 

coworker’s ability would be positively related to a subsequent change in the 

newcomer’s feedback and information seeking from the coworker. As the 

relationship level panel of Table 6 shows, Δ perceived coworker’s ability (t + 2) was 

positively related to both Δ feedback seeking from coworker (t + 3) (γ = .27, p < .01) 

and Δ information seeking from coworker (t + 3) (γ = .39, p < .01), supporting 

Hypothesis 2a. In addition, in Hypothesis 2b, we predicted that a change in a 

newcomer’s perception of a coworker’s integrity would be positively related to a 

subsequent change in the newcomer’s feedback and information seeking from the 
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coworker. As the relationship level panel of Table 6 shows, Δ perceived coworker’s 

integrity (t + 2) was positively related to both Δ feedback seeking from coworker (t + 

3) (γ = .29, p < .01) and Δ information seeking from coworker (t + 3) (γ = .36, p 

< .01), supporting Hypothesis 2b.
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Table 6 Estimated path coefficients for the multi-level latent change score model (main study, Model 1) 

 Δ Perceived 
coworker’s ability 

(t + 2) 

Δ Perceived 
coworker’s integrity 

(t + 2) 

Δ Feedback seeking 
from coworker 

(t + 3) 

Δ Information seeking 
from coworker 

(t + 3) 
Variable Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE 
Relationship level         
         

Prior level         
Level of Observed coworker’s agentic behaviors in front of leader (t) .00 .04 .08* .04 -.03 .02 .03 .02 
Level of Observed coworker’s communal behaviors in front of leader (t) -.06 .04 .09* .04 -.01 .02 -.01 .02 
Level of Third-party meta-perception of coworker’s agency based on 
leader’s view (t) -.01 .04 -.08* .04 .08** .02 .00 .02 
Level of Third-party meta-perception of coworker’s communion based 
on leader’s view(t) .01 .04 .05 .04 -.02 .02 .00 .02 
Level of Perceived coworker’s ability (t + 1) -.03 .02   -.02 .04 -.09* .04 
Level of Perceived coworker’s integrity (t + 1)   -.02 .02 .00 .04 .01 .04 
Level of Feedback seeking (t + 2)     -.04* .02   
Level of Information seeking (t + 2)       -.04* .02 

Prior change         
Δ Observed coworker’s agentic behaviors in front of leader (t + 1) .20** .06 -.15* .06 .17** .04 .07* .04 
Δ Observed coworker’s communal behaviors in front of leader (t + 1) .12 .07 .08 .06 .08* .03 -.02 .03 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of coworker’s agency based on leader’s 
view (t + 1) .25** .06 .15* .07 -.01 .04 .08* .04 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of coworker’s communion based on 
leader’s view (t + 1) -.06 .08 .23** .08 -.04 .04 .04 .04 
Δ Perceived coworker’s ability (t + 2)     .27** .07 .39** .08 
Δ Perceived coworker’s integrity (t + 2)     .29** .08 .36** .07 
         

Individual level         
         

Prior level         
Level of Observed coworkers’ agentic behaviors in front of leader (t) -.03* .01 .00 .02 -.01 .03 -.04 .02 
Level of Observed coworkers’ communal behaviors in front of leader (t) -.09 .07 .05 .08 -.03 .03 .06 .03 
Level of Third-party meta-perception of coworkers’ agency based on 
leader’s view (t) -.04 .04 -.05 .04 .02 .02 -.04 .02 
Level of Third-party meta-perception of coworkers’ communion based 
on leader’s view (t) -.01 .04 -.01 .05 .03 .03 .01 .03 
Level of Perceived coworkers’ ability (t + 1) .00 .03   -.01 .06 .13* .06 
Level of Perceived coworkers’ integrity (t + 1)   .01 .03 -.05 .07 .15* .07 
Level of Feedback seeking from coworkers (t + 2)     .00 .03   
Level of Information seeking from coworkers (t + 2)       -.02 .03 

Prior change         
Δ Observed coworkers’ agentic behaviors in front of leader (t + 1) .13** .04 .02 .04 -.04 .04 .04 .04 
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Δ Observed coworkers’ communal behaviors in front of leader (t + 1) .06 .12 .05 .15 -.03 .07 -.06 .05 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of coworkers’ agency based on leader’s 
view (t + 1) .25** .09 .02 .08 .03 .05 .03 .04 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of coworkers’ communion based on 
leader’s view (t + 1) .02 .08 .05 .08 .11* .05 -.06 .04 
Δ Perceived coworkers’ ability (t + 2)     .28** .11 .03 .11 
Δ Perceived coworkers’ integrity (t + 2)     .30** .12 .06 .13 

AIC; BIC 90,642.59; 92,754.57 
RMSEA .013 
CFI; TLI 1.00; 1.00 
SRMR for relationship level/individual level .01; .04 
 
Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, two-tailed tests. AIC = Akaike information criterion; BIC = Bayesian information criterion; RMSEA = 
root mean square error of approximation; CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker–Lewis index; SRMR = standardized root mean 
square residual. 
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In Hypothesis 3a, we predicted that a change in a newcomer’s third-party 

meta-perception of a coworker’s agency based on leader’s view would be indirectly 

related to a subsequent change in the newcomer’s feedback and information seeking 

from the coworker, through an interceding change in the newcomer’s perception of 

the coworker’s ability. Our findings for Hypotheses 1a and 2 provided initial support 

for the indirect relationship described in Hypothesis 3a. The indirect effect 

(Hypothesis 3a) was further tested via Monte Carlo simulation using the open-source 

software package R. This procedure was used to accurately reflect the asymmetric 

nature of the sampling distribution of an indirect effect (Preacher, Zyphur, & Zhang, 

2010). As shown in Table 7, with 2,000 Monte Carlo replications, we found that the 

indirect effects of Δ third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 1) on Δ feedback 

seeking (t + 3) (indirect effect = .067; 95% confidence interval of [.024, .124]) and Δ 

information seeking (t + 3) (indirect effect = .097; 95% confidence interval of 

[.045, .162]) via Δ ability (t + 2) were both significant. This finding indicates that Δ 

third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 1) was positively and significantly related 

to both Δ feedback seeking (t + 3) and Δ information seeking (t + 3) via Δ ability (t + 

2), providing support for Hypothesis 3a. 

Similarly, in Hypothesis 3b, we predicted that a change in a newcomer’s 

third-party meta-perception of a coworker’s communion based on leader’s view 

would be indirectly related to a subsequent change in the newcomer’s feedback and 

information seeking from the coworker, through an interceding change in the 

newcomer’s perception of the coworker’s integrity. Our findings for Hypotheses 1b 

and 2 provided initial support for the indirect relationship described in Hypothesis 3b. 
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The indirect effect (Hypothesis 3b) was again tested via Monte Carlo simulation. As 

shown in Table 7, with 2,000 Monte Carlo replications, we found that the indirect 

effects of Δ third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 1) on Δ feedback seeking 

(t + 3) (indirect effect = .067; 95% confidence interval of [.016, .130]) and Δ 

information seeking (t + 3) (indirect effect = .081; 95% confidence interval of 

[.026, .148]) via Δ integrity (t + 2) were both significant. This finding indicates that Δ 

third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 1) was positively and significantly 

related to both Δ feedback seeking (t + 3) and Δ information seeking (t + 3) via Δ 

integrity (t + 2), providing support for Hypothesis 3b.
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Table 7 Results of testing indirect effects (main study, Model 1) 

Model 1 
Indirect effect, 2,000 Monte Carlo simulations Estimate 95% confidence interval 

Relationship level   
Δ Third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 1)  Δ Ability (t + 2)  Δ Feedback seeking (t + 3) .067 [.024, .124] 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 1)  Δ Ability (t + 2)  Δ Information seeking (t + 3) .097 [.045, .162] 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 1) Δ Integrity (t + 2)  Δ Feedback seeking (t + 3) .067 [.016, .130] 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 1) Δ Integrity (t + 2)  Δ Information seeking (t + 

3) 
.081 [.026, .148] 

   
Individual level (supplementary analysis; see Chapter 6)   

Δ Third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 1)  Δ Ability (t + 2)  Δ Feedback seeking (t + 3) .070 [.010, .155] 
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5.4.3 Testing main effects and indirect effect in Model 2 (Hypotheses 4–6) 

In Hypothesis 4a, we predicted that a change in a leader’s third-party meta-

perception of a newcomer’s agency based on mentor’s view would be positively 

related to a subsequent change in the leader’s perception of the newcomer’s ability. 

As Table 8 shows, Δ third-party meta-perception of newcomer’s agency based on 

mentor’s view (t + 1) was positively related to Δ perceived newcomer’s ability (t + 2) 

(γ = .12, p < .05), supporting Hypothesis 4a. Further, in Hypothesis 4b, we predicted 

that a change in a leader’s third-party meta-perception of a newcomer’s communion 

based on mentor’s view would be positively related to a subsequent change in the 

leader’s perception of the newcomer’s integrity. As Table 8 shows, Δ third-party 

meta-perception of newcomer’s communion (t + 1) was positively related to Δ 

perceived newcomer’s integrity (t + 2) (γ = .13, p < .05), supporting Hypothesis 4b.
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Table 8 Estimated path coefficients for the latent change score model (main study, Model 2) 

 Δ Perceived 
newcomer’s 

ability 
(t + 2) 

Δ Perceived 
newcomer’s 

integrity 
(t + 2) 

Δ Directive 
behavior 

(t + 3) 

Δ Delegating 
behavior 
(t + 3) 

Variable Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE 
Prior level         

Level of Observed newcomer’s agentic behaviors in front of mentor (t) .03 .03 .04 .03 .08** .02 -.06** .02 
Level of Observed newcomer’s communal behaviors in front of mentor (t) .01 .03 .03 .03 .01 .02 .00 .02 
Level of Third-party meta-perception of newcomer’s agency based on 
mentor’s view (t) .03 .03 .06 .03 .03 .02 .02 .02 
Level of Third-party meta-perception of newcomer’s communion based on 
mentor’s view (t) -.01 .03 .01 .03 -.01 .02 -.01 .02 
Level of Perceived newcomer’s ability (t + 1) -.25** .02   .06* .03 -.09** .03 
Level of Perceived newcomer’s integrity (t + 1)   -.20** .02 .10** .03 -.03 .04 
Level of Directive behavior (t + 2)     -.19** .02   
Level of Delegating behavior (t + 2)       -.22** .02 

Prior change         
Δ Observed newcomer’s agentic behaviors in front of mentor (t + 1) .09 .06 -.02 .06 .01 .04 .01 .04 
Δ Observed newcomer’s communal behaviors in front of mentor (t + 1) .00 .06 .08 .06 -.02 .03 .02 .03 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of newcomer’s agency based on mentor’s view 
(t + 1) .12* .06 .01 .06 .00 .03 .04 .04 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of newcomer’s communion based on mentor’s 
view (t + 1) .06 .06 .13* .06 .01 .04 -.01 .04 
Δ Perceived newcomer’s ability (t + 2)     .13* .06 .17** .06 
Δ Perceived newcomer’s integrity (t + 2)     .13* .06 .15* .07 

AIC; BIC 31127.45; 31977.02 
RMSEA .06 
CFI; TLI .97; .96 
SRMR .02 

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, two-tailed tests. AIC = Akaike information criterion; BIC = Bayesian information criterion; RMSEA = 

root mean square error of approximation; CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker–Lewis index; SRMR = standardized root mean 

square residual.
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In Hypothesis 5a, we predicted that a change in a leader’s third-party meta-

perception of a newcomer’s agency based on mentor’s view would be negatively and 

indirectly related to a subsequent change in leader’s directive behaviors through an 

interceding change in leader’s perception of newcomer’s ability. First, as shown in 

Table 8, we found that Δ perceived newcomer’s ability (t + 2) was positively related 

to Δ directive behavior (t + 3) (γ = .13, p < .05). We then tested the indirect effect 

using Monte Carlo simulation. As shown in Table 9, with 2,000 Monte Carlo 

replications, we found that the indirect effect of Δ third-party meta-perception of 

agency (t + 1) on Δ directive behavior (t + 3) (indirect effect = .015; 95% confidence 

interval of [.001, .045]) via Δ ability (t + 2) was significant. However, this result was 

opposite to our prediction. In Hypothesis 5b, we predicted that a change in a leader’s 

third-party meta-perception of a newcomer’s communion based on mentor’s view 

would be negatively and indirectly related to a subsequent change in the leader’s 

directive behaviors, through an interceding change in the leader’s perception of the 

newcomer’s integrity. As shown in Table 8, we found that Δ perceived newcomer’s 

integrity (t + 2) was positively related to Δ directive behavior (t + 3) (γ = .13, p < .05). 

As shown in Table 9, with 2,000 Monte Carlo replications, we found that the indirect 

effect of Δ third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 1) on Δ directive behavior 

(t + 3) (indirect effect = .016; 95% confidence interval of [.002, .047]) via Δ integrity 

(t + 2) was significant. However, this result, again, was opposite to our prediction.  

In Hypothesis 6a, we predicted that a change in leader’s third-party meta-

perception of a newcomer’s agency based on mentor’s view would be positively and 

indirectly related to a subsequent change in the leader’s delegating behaviors, through 
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an interceding change in the leader’s perception of the newcomer’s ability. As Table 

8 shows, Δ perceived newcomer’s ability (t + 2) was positively related to Δ 

delegating behavior (t + 3) (γ = .17, p < .01). As shown in Table 9, with 2,000 Monte 

Carlo replications, we found that the indirect effects of Δ third-party meta-perception 

of agency (t + 1) on Δ delegating behavior (t + 3) (indirect effect = .020; 95% 

confidence interval of [.002, .052]) via Δ ability (t + 2) was significant, supporting 

Hypothesis 6a. In addition, in Hypothesis 6b, we predicted that a change in a leader’s 

third-party meta-perception of a newcomer’s communion based on mentor’s view 

would be positively and indirectly related to a subsequent change in the leader’s 

delegating behaviors, through an interceding change in the leader’s perception of the 

newcomer’s integrity. As Table 8 shows, Δ perceived newcomer’s integrity (t + 2) 

was positively related to Δ delegating behavior (t + 3) (γ = .15, p < .01). As shown in 

Table 9, with 2,000 Monte Carlo replications, we found that the indirect effect of Δ 

third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 1) on Δ delegating behavior (t + 3) 

(indirect effect = .019; 95% confidence interval of [.003, .058]) via Δ integrity (t + 2) 

was significant, supporting Hypothesis 6b. 
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Table 9 Results of testing indirect effects (main study, Model 2) 

Model 2 

Indirect effect, bootstrap = 2,000 Estimate 95% Confidence 
Interval 

Δ Third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 1)  Δ Ability (t + 2)  Δ Directive behavior (t + 3) .015 [.001, .045] 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 1)  Δ Integrity (t + 2)  Δ Directive behavior (t + 3) .016 [.002, .047] 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 1)  Δ Ability (t + 2)  Δ Delegating behavior (t + 3) .020 [.002, .052] 
Δ Third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 1)  Δ Integrity (t + 2)  Δ Delegating behavior (t + 3) .019 [.003, .058] 
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Testing moderating effects (Hypotheses 7)  

To test the hypothesized moderating effects of changes in third-party meta-

perceptions (Hypothesis 7), on the basis of both Model 1 and Model 2, we further 

created models that added the fixed effects of team size and two interaction terms on 

Δ ability (t + 2) and Δ integrity (t + 2). The two interaction terms were expressed as 

(1) a product of Δ third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 1) and team size, and (2) 

a product of Δ third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 1) and team size (using 

the XWITH function in Mplus).  

In Hypotheses 7a and 7b, we predicted that team size would moderate the 

positive effect of a change in a newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a 

coworker’s agency based on a leader’s view on a change in newcomer’s perception of 

coworker’s ability, and would moderate the positive effect of a change in a 

newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a coworker’s communion based on a 

leader’s view on a change in newcomer’s perception of coworker’s integrity. In the 

newly created model based on Model 1, we found that the interaction term between Δ 

third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 1) and team size was not related to Δ 

ability (t + 2) (γ = -.003, n.s.), and that the interaction term between Δ third-party 

meta-perception of communion (t + 1) and team size was not related to Δ integrity (t 

+ 2) (γ = -.005, n.s.). In Hypotheses 7c and 7d, we predicted that team size would 

moderate the positive effect of a change in a leader’s third-party meta-perception of a 

newcomer’s agency based on a mentor’s view on a change in leader’s perception of 

newcomer’s ability, and would moderate the positive effect of a change in a leader’s 

third-party meta-perception of a newcomer’s communion based on a mentor’s view 
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on a change in leader’s perception of newcomer’s integrity. In the newly created 

model based on Model 2, we found that the interaction term between Δ third-party 

meta-perception of agency (t + 1) and team size was not related to Δ ability (t + 2) (γ 

= -.009, n.s.), and that the interaction term between Δ third-party meta-perception of 

communion (t + 1) and team size was not related to Δ integrity (t + 2) (γ = -.001, 

n.s.). As we did not find significant results for these interaction terms, we rejected 

Hypothesis 7 and did not proceed with the conditional indirect effect tests. 

5.4.5 Robustness Checks 

We conducted two additional analyses to check the robustness of our results. 

First, we ran our primary analyses using observed agentic/communal behaviors in 

front of the significant others as our control variables. However, we acknowledge that 

the focal person’s directed perceptions of agency and communion may also play an 

important role to generate perceptions of targets’ ability and integrity. As a 

robustness check, we re-ran the analyses presented above by controlling the directed 

perception of agency and communion. There were eight missing newcomer-leader 

observations in this robustness check. We found that the results were virtually the 

same (i.e., all significant findings in our primary analyses were replicated) when 

direct perceptions of targets’ ability and integrity were controlled for both Model 1 

and 2.  

Second, our current logic in this study is that people would obtain third-party 

meta-perception on a target (agency and communion) before forming their own 

judgments (ability and integrity). Yet, the reverse causation may work in reality—

such that people form their own judgments first, which form the base to infer third-
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party meta-perceptions on a target due to confirmation bias. To examine these reverse 

relationships, we re-ran our analyses by adding two structural paths, i.e., Δ ability (t + 

1)  Δ third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 2) and Δ integrity (t + 1)  Δ 

third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 2), in both Model 1 and 2. The results 

in our robust Model 1 showed that Δ ability (t + 1) was not related to Δ third-party 

meta-perception of agency (t + 2) (γ = -.020, n.s.) and Δ integrity (t + 1) was not 

related to Δ third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 2) (γ = .007, n.s.). 

Similarly, the results in our robust Model 2 showed that Δ ability (t + 1) was not 

related to Δ third-party meta-perception of agency (t + 2) (γ = -.052, n.s.) and Δ 

integrity (t + 1) was not related to Δ third-party meta-perception of communion (t + 

2) (γ = .003, n.s.). These findings indicated that reverse relationships were not 

supported.  

5.4.5 Summary 

Using four-wave longitudinal data collected from 439 newly hired employees 

and supervisors working at four companies in China, we tested two theoretical 

models in our main study. Model 1 described the impact of third-party meta-

perceptions from the perspective of a newcomer. We found that a newcomer’s third-

party meta-perceptions of a coworker’s agency based on leader’s view were 

positively and indirectly related to the newcomer’s feedback and information seeking 

through the perception of the coworker’s ability (Hypotheses 1a, 2a, and 3a). We also 

found that a newcomer’s third-party meta-perception of a coworker’s communion 

based on leader’s view was positively and indirectly related to the newcomer’s 
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feedback and information seeking through perceptions of the coworker’s integrity 

(Hypotheses 1b, 2b, and 3b).  

Model 2 described the impact of third-party meta-perceptions from the 

perspective of a leader. We found that a leader’s third-party meta-perceptions of a 

newcomer’s agency and communion based on mentor’s view were positively and 

indirectly related to the leader’s delegating behavior through perceptions of the 

newcomer’s ability and integrity, respectively (Hypotheses 4a and 6). We also found 

that a leader’s third-party meta-perceptions of a newcomer’s communion based on 

mentor’s view were positively related to perceptions of the newcomer’s integrity 

(Hypotheses 4b). However, contrary to our predictions in Hypothesis 5, our results 

showed that perceptions of a newcomer’s ability and integrity were both positively 

related to directive behavior. In indirect effect tests, we found that a leader’s third-

party meta-perceptions of a newcomer’s agency and communion based on mentor’s 

view were positively and indirectly related to the leader’s directive behavior through 

perceptions of the newcomer’s ability and integrity, respectively. Finally, we found 

that team size did not moderate the effects of changes in third-party meta-perceptions 

(Hypothesis 7). 
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Chapter 6: Discussion 

This thesis investigates the impact of third-party meta-perceptions on 

interpersonal interaction in the socialization context. In general, when people have 

little knowledge of their interacting targets, they assess these targets by looking at the 

views of a third party, and react accordingly over time. We created a theory of third-

party meta-perception to explain these dynamics, and developed two theoretical 

models to describe the impact of third-party meta-perception from the perspectives of 

a newcomer and a leader. We conducted two independent studies, whose details are 

reported in the preceding chapters, to examine people’s ability to use third-party 

meta-perception and investigate our two proposed theoretical models. In this chapter, 

we provide an overview of the results, followed by their theoretical and practical 

implications. We also discuss the limitations and future directions of our two studies. 

Finally, we conclude the thesis. 

6.1 Overview of results 

The results of our pilot study demonstrated people’s ability to use third-party 

meta-perception in the socialization context. Specifically, the results showed that 

even when people have just met, they can differentiate others’ perceptions of the new 

interacting targets. This implies that people can choose which referees (i.e., the 

significant other or someone else) on which to rely to evaluate interacting targets. In 

addition, the pilot study revealed that people can distinguish third-party meta-

perceptions from their own direct perceptions. This implies that people can choose 

whether they should rely on their own perceptions or on their knowledge of referees’ 

perceptions to assess interacting targets in the socialization context. These empirical 
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findings established an initial understanding of the nature of third-party meta-

perceptions and provided a theoretical basis for continuing our research.  

In our main study, we investigated whether people’s third-party meta-

perceptions influence interpersonal processes during initial interactions (i.e., over the 

first month of employment). The results of our Model 1 indicated that over time, 

newcomers assess the ability and integrity of coworkers by looking at leaders’ views 

of these coworkers, and these assessments then determine the extent to which 

newcomers seek feedback and information from these coworkers. Similarly, the 

results of Model 2 showed that over time, leaders assess the ability and integrity of 

newly hired employees by looking at mentors’ views of these employees. These 

assessments then affect their directive and delegating behaviors toward these 

employees. However, our results indicated that team size may not necessarily 

moderate the effects of third-party meta-perceptions of agency and communion. 

In contrast with situational leader theory, which suggests that a higher level of 

newcomer readiness will elicit less leader directive behavior, the results of testing 

Model 2 indicated that changes in a leader’s perceptions of a newcomer’s ability and 

integrity are positively related to the changes in leader’s directive behavior toward 

that newcomer over the first month of employment. We offer the following 

explanation for this unexpected positive relationship: the leaders who perceive less 

strongly about the newcomers’ ability and integrity may transfer work to other, more 

experienced employees rather than immediately diagnosing the behaviors of the 

newcomers who have not adapted to their new jobs. It is worth noting that when 

testing this model, all of the participating employees were newly hired. If we were to 
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compare the levels of leaders’ directive behavior toward newcomers and other 

employees, we would probably find that the leaders exhibited greater directiveness 

toward the newcomers. Indeed, our LCS analysis showed that the slope for leader 

directive behavior was negative (Chapter 5, Table 5: latent slope = -.50, SE = .20). 

This indicated that over the first month of newcomers’ employment, leaders gradually 

reduce their directive behavior. This result was consistent with situational leadership 

theory.  

Finally, we adopted a multilevel SEM analytical framework to test Model 1, 

allowing us to estimate the hypothesized relationships not only at the relationship 

level but also at the individual level. In our supplementary analysis (Chapter 5, Table 

7), we observed a different pattern at the individual level. Our results indicated only 

the following: if a newcomer thinks that a leader recognizes all coworkers as agentic, 

this newcomer will think that all coworkers have a relatively high ability and thus 

seek more feedback from all of them (Table 7, indirect effect = .070; 95% confidence 

interval of [.010, .155]). None of the other relationships at the individual level 

received support. For instance, even if the newcomer thinks that the leader recognizes 

all coworkers as communal, this newcomer may not necessarily think that these 

coworkers have high levels of integrity.  

6.2 Theoretical implications 

The findings of our study have several theoretical implications. First, they 

demonstrate the significance of third-party meta-perception in the socialization 

context. Many organizational studies have been built on the premise that people 

evaluate others and react accordingly based on social information obtained from past 
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interactions (e.g., Flynn, 2003; 2006). Yet this premise may not hold when people 

meet for the first time during the socialization process. The socialization literature has 

not yet discussed the implications of the observation that people can evaluate 

unfamiliar others by looking at a third party’s view during initial interactions. In this 

thesis, we constructed a new theory of third-party meta-perception to explain these 

dynamics. We tested this theory by developing two theoretical models. Our findings 

suggest that over the first month of employment, if people perceive a significant other 

to recognize interacting targets as agentic, they will regard the interacting targets as 

more capable of completing work tasks. Similarly, we demonstrate that over time, if 

people perceive a significant other to recognize interacting targets as communal, they 

will regard the interacting targets as likely to adhere to acceptable standards at work 

rather than taking advantage of others. These findings advance our understanding of 

how third-party meta-perceptions can shape interpersonal processes at first sight.  

Second, by investigating third-party meta-perception, we advance knowledge 

of how a third party can influence the interpersonal relationship between two people. 

Previous studies of the influence of third parties (e.g., Ferrin et al., 2006; Lau & 

Liden, 2008) have shown that people recognize targets’ social resources given by 

third parties and behave accordingly. For example, Lau and Liden (2008) suggested 

that employees are more likely to trust coworkers who earn greater trust from leaders 

because these coworkers seem to be more likely to have more social resources. We 

demonstrate that people can also adopt the perspective of a third party to assess these 

targets. Our findings show that newly hired employees can assess how leaders 

evaluate coworkers to determine whether they should seek feedback and information 
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from these coworkers. They also show that leaders can obtain clues about mentors’ 

perceptions and use them to determine the degree of their directive and delegating 

behaviors toward newcomers. Accordingly, our study highlights third-party meta-

perception as an important third-party interpersonal process that has not been fully 

studied in the management literature to date. 

Third, while existing research has shown how individual differences in 

proactivity can affect newcomers’ likelihood of seeking feedback and information 

from others (e.g., Ashford & Black, 1996), we go beyond this paradigm and use a 

dyadic and dynamic perspective to demonstrate that newcomer feedback- and 

information-seeking behaviors vary over time and between relationships. 

Specifically, our results suggest that when newcomers recognize the ability and 

integrity of a particular coworker, they will seek more feedback and information from 

that coworker over time.  

Fourth, we contribute to the leadership literature by examining the 

antecedents of two leader behaviors—directive and delegating—over time during the 

socialization process. While most previous research has focused on how supervisory 

support influences newcomer adjustment (e.g., Bauer & Green, 1998; Jokisaari & 

Nurmi, 2009; Sluss & Thompson, 2012), our investigation shows that newcomers can 

also influence the behaviors of leaders. In particular, our results demonstrate that 

stronger perceptions of a newcomer’s ability and integrity can increase leaders’ 

directive and delegating behaviors. The finding for increased directive behavior was 

contradictory to our prediction. We infer that when leaders perceive newcomers to 
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lack ability and integrity, they tend to transfer tasks from these newcomers to other 

coworkers rather than exhibiting more directive behaviors toward the newcomers. 

6.3 Practical implications 

The findings of our study have several practical implications. First, they show 

that newcomers’ perceptions of how leaders perceive coworkers (i.e., third-party 

meta-perceptions) may greatly influence the way the newcomers evaluate these 

coworkers and build networks of coworkers accordingly. As newcomers may 

unconsciously or intentionally assess leaders’ attitudes toward coworkers by 

observing how leaders treat coworkers (e.g., praising them or expressing anger 

toward them), we advise managers and other leaders to be cautious about the public 

behavior of their subordinates, because newcomers may observe this behavior and 

use it to form third-party meta-perceptions of coworkers.  

Second, our results suggest that leaders may be highly influenced by mentors’ 

attitudes toward newly hired employees. This can be problematic when leaders’ meta-

perceptions of mentors are not accurate. Therefore, we advise leaders to consider 

whether their assessment of newly hired employees has been biased by observing 

mentors. Likewise, we suggest that newcomers who wish to impress their leaders 

should attempt to shape a positive image in the eyes of mentors, and hope that leaders 

will recognize this image through third-party meta-perception. 

Finally, our research results also have important implications for virtual 

communication in the broader OBHR context. In recent decades, how work gets done 

has changed fundamentally with a growing number of people working without being 

face-to-face. In such situation where people often have little prior history of working 
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together and may never meet each other in person, direct assessment of the 

interacting targets can be as challenging as what people experience in socialization 

context. At this point, third-party meta-perceptions may play a role in facilitate 

assessment of targets, as noted by Robert, Denis and Hung (2009, p.246), third-

parties enable “team members to roll over their trust from well-established 

relationships to others with whom they lack adequate knowledge to form their own 

trust judgments (e.g., if Bob trusts him, I trust him).” In this regard, we suggested 

managers need to be cautious about how they deliver the social information about 

remote employees to team members. 

6.4 Limitations and future directions 

Despite its notable strengths (e.g., the use of longitudinal data and theory 

testing from two perspectives), this study is not without limitations. First, we tested 

our two theoretical models using data collected in China, a country whose culture is 

categorized as highly collectivistic (Hofstede, 2001). Accordingly, we need to be 

cautious about the generalizability of our findings. We encourage future research to 

test whether the theoretical models change when the current research design is 

replicated in different cultural contexts. 

Second, in our theory of third-party meta-perceptions, we employed 

uncertainty reduction theory to theorize that third-party meta-perceptions would 

predict perceptions of targets’ ability and integrity. Yet, we may leave out other 

potential outcomes of third-party meta-perceptions that may further influence 

interpersonal processes in socialization context. For example, perceived benevolence 

(Mayer et al., 1995)—another uncertainty assessment of target which reflects whether 
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a target is believed to want to do good to the focal person, aside from an egocentric 

profit motive—may trigger affective attachment of focal person and drive him or her 

to establish a relationship with the target during socialization (e.g., Ashford & Black, 

1996). In addition, previous research (Hofmann, Lei & Grant, 2009) suggested that 

accessibility as a distinct construct from trustworthiness which can predict help-

seeking behavior. Accessibility is defined as “the extent to which a potential 

provider’s [information/feedback] was made available in a timely manner (Hofmann 

et al., 2009, p.1265).” We contend that third-party meta-perception can help the focal 

person to determine who is more accessible and encourage this focal person to seek 

out information/feedback by making it easier to request. Further, third-party meta-

perception of communion may also relate to perceived warmth, which is a more 

abstract form of interpersonal perception related to benevolence, liking, 

trustworthiness. We encourage future research to employ different theoretical 

perspectives, other than uncertainty reduction theory, to consider distinct outcomes of 

third-party meta-perceptions which may further our understanding of its impact on 

interpersonal processes. 

Third, an employee may treat a person who is not a significant other (i.e., 

leader or mentor, as classified here) as a referee in the process of meta-perception. 

Within a team, many organizational members can exert a great impact on employees’ 

socialization. For example, a newcomer may regard the person who introduced him 

or her to the organization as more important than the leader. The newcomer may thus 

assess others from the perspective of the former person rather than the leader. 

However, our study did not measure every meta-perceiver’s perceptions of every 
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referee’s perceptions, and did not compare their effects on perceived ability and 

integrity. We recognize the need to investigate third-party meta-perception using a 

more nuanced data collection method, such as a generalized round-robin design, to 

capture all possible interactions between team members. Although analyzing such 

generalized round-robin data was once unimaginably difficult, the introduction of 

triadR, which was written by Wong and Kenny (for more details, please visit 

https://github.com/mannokwong/triadR), has made such analyses simpler to perform. 

Fourth, although we hypothesized team size as a critical contextual factor that 

amplifies the positive impact of third-party meta-perceptions, we found no support 

for these relationships. The reason why team size did not play a moderating role was 

probably due to the similar team size in our samples (i.e., our sampled teams 

comprised only four to eight members, which the range of team size was narrow). In 

theory, when the team size is small (e.g., less than ten), people may rely less on third-

party meta-perception to assess targets because they can obtain direct social 

information about targets more easily. Yet, our results showed that even using small 

teams in our sample, we still observed significant impacts of third-party meta-

perceptions on perceptions of targets’ ability and integrity. Future research with a 

wider range of team sizes is needed to examine whether such effects are contingent 

on the situation where it is difficult to obtain direct social information about targets. 

Alternatively, researchers may also investigate this underlying logic by considering 

interaction frequency among teams and team interdependence as potential boundary 

factors because these variables may be highly associated with the availability of 

direct social information people can obtain in socialization context. 

https://github.com/mannokwong/triadR
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Fifth, our thesis investigated only third-party meta-perceptions of agency and 

communion. Theoretically, however, people may also assess others by looking at a 

third party’s perceptions of liking or of Big Five personalities. We thus encourage 

future research to consider third-party meta-perceptions with regard to different 

content.  

Finally, when testing Model 1, we used single-source data; information on the 

study variables was provided only by newcomers. Therefore, when interpreting the 

results, we need to be cautious about the potential systematic errors introduced by 

common method variance. Although our use of LCS and multilevel SEM helped to 

alleviate this problem to a certain degree (McArdle, 2009, 2012), we recommend that 

future research collect multisource data to test the hypothesized relationships. 

6.5 Overall conclusions 

 People can form perceptions of others’ perceptions. In this thesis, we 

investigated the impact of third-party meta-perception on interpersonal processes in 

the socialization context from two perspectives. We found that newcomers assessed 

the ability and integrity of coworkers by looking at leaders’ views of these coworkers, 

and these assessments then determined the extent to which the newcomers sought 

feedback and information from these coworkers over the first month of employment. 

We also found that leaders assessed the ability and integrity of newly hired 

employees by looking at mentors’ views of these employees. These assessments then 

affected their directive and delegating behaviors toward these employees over time. 

We hope that future research will further investigate the nuances of the relationships 

between third-party meta-perceptions and interpersonal processes. 
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Appendix A 

Survey Scales in Model 1 

 
Model 1 
Measures of key variables 

Third-party meta-perception of agency 
1. My supervisor sees [target name] as competent.  
2. My supervisor sees [target name] as efficient.  
3. My supervisor sees [target name] as clever.  

Third-party meta-perception of communion 
1. My supervisor sees [target name] as sincere.  
2. My supervisor sees [target name] as honest.  
3. My supervisor perceives that [target name] is fair to others.  

Perception of ability 
1. [Target name] is very capable of performing his or her job.  
2. [Target name] has much knowledge about the work that needs done. 
3. I feel very confident about [target name]’s skills. 

Perception of integrity 
1. [Target name] will stick to its word with no doubt.  
2. [Target name]’s actions and behaviors are not very consistent. (R) 
3. Sound principles seem to guide [target name]’s behavior. 

Feedback seeking  
1. I have sought feedback from [target name] on my performance after 

assignments. 
2. I have sought feedback from [target name] on my performance during 

assignments. 
3. I have asked for [target name]’s opinion of my work. 

Information seeking 
1. I have tried to learn the (official) organizational structure from [target name]. 
2. I have tried to learn the important policies and procedures in the organization 

from [target name]. 
3. I have tried to learn the politics of the organization from [target name]. 
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Survey Scales in Model 2 

 
Model 2 
Measures of key variables 

Third-party meta-perception of agency 
1. [Mentor name] sees this newcomer as competent. 
2. [Mentor name] sees this newcomer as efficient.  
3. [Mentor name] sees this newcomer as clever.  

Third-party meta-perception of communion 
1. [Mentor name] sees this newcomer as sincere. 
2. [Mentor name] sees this newcomer as honest.  
3. [Mentor name] perceives that this newcomer is fair to others 

Perception of ability 
1. This newcomer is very capable of performing his or her job.  
2. This newcomer has much knowledge about the work that needs done. 
3. I feel very confident about this newcomer’s skills. 

Perception of integrity 
1. This newcomer will stick to its word with no doubt.  
2. This newcomer’s actions and behaviors are not very consistent. (R) 
3. Sound principles seem to guide this newcomer’s behavior. 

Leader directive behavior  
1. The leader gives instructions to me. 
2. The leader makes execution decisions to me. 
3. The leader requires me to follow his/her instructions. 

Leader delegating behavior 
1. My leader lets me make decisions by myself, without consulting with him or 

her. 
2. My leader gives me the authority to make my own decisions, without any 

input from him or her. 
3. I ask my leader for information and then make job-related decisions for 

myself. 
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Appendix B 

Mplus Syntax of Model 1 

TITLE:  
Model 1; 
DATA: 
file is data_study_1.csv; 
VARIABLE: 
NAMES ARE  

aid pid size agen aage aedu pgen !demographic 
 i1obsa1 i1obsa2 i1obsa3 !observed coworker’s agentic behaviors 
 i2obsa1 i2obsa2 i2obsa3 
 i3obsa1 i3obsa2 i3obsa3 
 i4obsa1 i4obsa2 i4obsa3 
 i1obsc1 i1obsc2 i1obsc3 !observed coworker’s communial behaviors 
 i2obsc1 i2obsc2 i2obsc3 
 i3obsc1 i3obsc2 i3obsc3 
 i4obsc1 i4obsc2 i4obsc3 
 i1meta1 i1meta2 i1meta3 !third-party meta-perception of agency 
 i2meta1 i2meta2 i2meta3 
 i3meta1 i3meta2 i3meta3 
 i4meta1 i4meta2 i4meta3 
 i1metc1 i1metc2 i1metc3 !third-party meta-perception of communion 
 i2metc1 i2metc2 i2metc3 
 i3metc1 i3metc2 i3metc3 
 i4metc1 i4metc2 i4metc3 
 i1abt1 i1abt2 i1abt3 !perceived ability 
 i2abt1 i2abt2 i2abt3 
 i3abt1 i3abt2 i3abt3 
 i4abt1 i4abt2 i4abt3 
 i1int1 i1int2 i1int3 !perceived integrity 
 i2int1 i2int2 i2int3 
 i3int1 i3int2 i3int3 
 i4int1 i4int2 i4int3 
  
 i1fseek1 i1fseek2 i1fseek3 !feedback seeking 
 i2fseek1 i2fseek2 i2fseek3 
 i3fseek1 i3fseek2 i3fseek3 
 i4fseek1 i4fseek2 i4fseek3 
 i1iseek1 i1iseek2 i1iseek3 !information seeking 
 i2iseek1 i2iseek2 i2iseek3 
 i3iseek1 i3iseek2 i3iseek3 
 i4iseek1 i4iseek2 i4iseek3  
 ; 
USEVARIABLES ARE aid 
 i1obsa i2obsa i3obsa i4obsa 
 i1obsc i2obsc i3obsc i4obsc 
 i1meta i2meta i3meta i4meta 
 i1metc i2metc i3metc i4metc 
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i1abt i2abt i3abt i4abt  
 i1int i2int i3int i4int 

i1fdsk i2fdsk i3fdsk i4fdsk 
 i1ifsk i2ifsk i3ifsk i4ifsk 
 ; 
CLUSTER = aid; 
ANALYSIS:  
TYPE = TWOLEVEL RANDOM; 
PROCESSOR = 4; 
H1ITERATIONS = 50000; 
DEFINE: 
i1obsa = (i1obsa1+ i1obsa2+ i1obsa3)/3; 
i2obsa = (i2obsa1+ i2obsa2+ i2obsa3)/3; 
i3obsa = (i3obsa1+ i3obsa2+ i3obsa3)/3; 
i4obsa = (i4obsa1+ i4obsa2+ i4obsa3)/3; 
i1obsc = (i1obsc1+ i1obsc2+ i1obsc3)/3; 
i2obsc = (i2obsc1+ i2obsc2+ i2obsc3)/3; 
i3obsc = (i3obsc1+ i3obsc2+ i3obsc3)/3; 
i4obsc = (i4obsc1+ i4obsc2+ i4obsc3)/3; 
i1meta = (i1meta1+ i1meta2+ i1meta3)/3; 
i2meta = (i2meta1+ i2meta2+ i2meta3)/3; 
i3meta = (i3meta1+ i3meta2+ i3meta3)/3; 
i4meta = (i4meta1+ i4meta2+ i4meta3)/3; 
i1metc = (i1metc1+ i1metc2+ i1metc3)/3; 
i2metc = (i2metc1+ i2metc2+ i2metc3)/3; 
i3metc = (i3metc1+ i3metc2+ i3metc3)/3; 
i4metc = (i4metc1+ i4metc2+ i4metc3)/3; 
i1abt = (i1abt1+ i1abt2+ i1abt3)/3; 
i2abt = (i2abt1+ i2abt2+ i2abt3)/3; 
i3abt = (i3abt1+ i3abt2+ i3abt3)/3; 
i4abt = (i4abt1+ i4abt2+ i4abt3)/3;  
i1int = (i1int1+ i1int2+ i1int3)/3; 
i2int = (i2int1+ i2int2+ i2int3)/3; 
i3int = (i3int1+ i3int2+ i3int3)/3; 
i4int = (i4int1+ i4int2+ i4int3)/3; 
i1fdsk = (i1fseek1+ i1fseek2+ i1fseek3)/3; 
i2fdsk = (i2fseek1+ i2fseek2+ i2fseek3)/3; 
i3fdsk = (i3fseek1+ i3fseek2+ i3fseek3)/3; 
i4fdsk = (i4fseek1+ i4fseek2+ i4fseek3)/3;  
i1ifsk = (i1iseek1+ i1iseek2+ i1iseek3)/3; 
i2ifsk = (i2iseek1+ i2iseek2+ i2iseek3)/3; 
i3ifsk = (i3iseek1+ i3iseek2+ i3iseek3)/3; 
i4ifsk = (i4iseek1+ i4iseek2+ i4iseek3)/3;  
MODEL:  
%WITHIN% 
 
! create latent variables 
 
obsa1w by i1obsa; 
obsa2w by i2obsa; 
obsa3w by i3obsa; 

%BETWEEN% 
 
 
 
obsa1b by i1obsa; 
obsa2b by i2obsa; 
obsa3b by i3obsa; 
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obsa4w by i4obsa; 
 
obsc1w by i1obsc; 
obsc2w by i2obsc; 
obsc3w by i3obsc; 
obsc4w by i4obsc; 
 
meta1w by i1meta; 
meta2w by i2meta; 
meta3w by i3meta; 
meta4w by i4meta; 
  
abt1w by i1abt; 
abt2w by i2abt; 
abt3w by i3abt; 
abt4w by i4abt; 
 
metc1w by i1metc; 
metc2w by i2metc; 
metc3w by i3metc; 
metc4w by i4metc; 
  
int1w by i1int; 
int2w by i2int; 
int3w by i3int; 
int4w by i4int; 
 
fdsk1w by i1fdsk; 
fdsk2w by i2fdsk; 
fdsk3w by i3fdsk; 
fdsk4w by i4fdsk; 
 
ifsk1w by i1ifsk; 
ifsk2w by i2ifsk; 
ifsk3w by i3ifsk; 
ifsk4w by i4ifsk; 
 
i1obsa(e1); i2obsa(e1);  
i3obsa(e1); i4obsa(e1); 
i1obsc(e2); i2obsc(e2); 
i3obsc(e2); i4obsc(e2); 
i1meta(e3); i2meta(e3); 
i3meta(e3); i4meta(e3); 
i1metc(e4); i2metc(e4); 
i3metc(e4); i4metc(e4); 
i1abt(e5); i2abt(e5); 
i3abt(e5); i4abt(e5); 
i1int(e6); i2int(e6); 
i3int(e6); i4int(e6); 
i1fdsk(e7); i2fdsk(e7); 
i3fdsk(e7); i4fdsk(e7); 

obsa4b by i4obsa; 
 
obsc1b by i1obsc; 
obsc2b by i2obsc; 
obsc3b by i3obsc; 
obsc4b by i4obsc; 
 
meta1b by i1meta; 
meta2b by i2meta; 
meta3b by i3meta; 
meta4b by i4meta; 
  
abt1b by i1abt; 
abt2b by i2abt; 
abt3b by i3abt; 
abt4b by i4abt; 
 
metc1b by i1metc; 
metc2b by i2metc; 
metc3b by i3metc; 
metc4b by i4metc; 
  
int1b by i1int; 
int2b by i2int; 
int3b by i3int; 
int4b by i4int; 
 
fdsk1b by i1fdsk; 
fdsk2b by i2fdsk; 
fdsk3b by i3fdsk; 
fdsk4b by i4fdsk; 
 
ifsk1b by i1ifsk; 
ifsk2b by i2ifsk; 
ifsk3b by i3ifsk; 
ifsk4b by i4ifsk; 
  
i1obsa@0; i2obsa@0; 
i3obsa@0; i4obsa@0; 
i1obsc@0; i2obsc@0; 
i3obsc@0; i4obsc@0; 
i1meta@0; i2meta@0; 
i3meta@0; i4meta@0; 
i1metc@0; i2metc@0; 
i3metc@0; i4metc@0; 
i1abt@0; i2abt@0; 
i3abt@0; i4abt@0; 
i1int@0; i2int@0; 
i3int@0; i4int@0; 
i1fdsk@0; i2fdsk@0; 
i3fdsk@0; i4fdsk@0; 
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i1ifsk(e9); i2ifsk(e9); 
i3ifsk(e9); i4ifsk(e9); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
! create latent change scores 
 
obsa2w on obsa1w@1; 
dobsa2w by obsa2w@1; 
dobsa2w on obsa1w(b1w); 
 
obsa3w on obsa2w@1; 
dobsa3w by obsa3w@1; 
dobsa3w on obsa2w(b1w); 
   
obsa4w on obsa3w@1; 
dobsa4w by obsa4w@1; 
dobsa4w on obsa3w(b1w); 
   
obsc2w on obsc1w@1; 
dobsc2w by obsc2w@1; 
dobsc2w on obsc1w(b2w); 
   
obsc3w on obsc2w@1; 
dobsc3w by obsc3w@1; 
dobsc3w on obsc2w(b2w); 
   
obsc4w on obsc3w@1; 
dobsc4w by obsc4w@1; 
dobsc4w on obsc3w(b2w); 
 
meta2w on meta1w@1; 
dmeta2w by meta2w@1; 
dmeta2w on meta1w(b3w); 
 
meta3w on meta2w@1; 

i1ifsk@0; i2ifsk@0; 
i3ifsk@0; i4ifsk@0; 
 
[i1obsa@0 i2obsa@0 
i3obsa@0 i4obsa@0 
i1obsc@0 i2obsc@0 
i3obsc@0 i4obsc@0 
i1meta@0 i2meta@0 
i3meta@0 i4meta@0 
i1metc@0 i2metc@0 
i3metc@0 i4metc@0 
i1abt@0 i2abt@0 
i3abt@0 i4abt@0 
i1int@0 i2int@0 
i3int@0 i4int@0 
i1fdsk@0 i2fdsk@0 
i3fdsk@0 i4fdsk@0 
i1ifsk@0 i2ifsk@0 
i3ifsk@0 i4ifsk@0]; 
 
 
 
obsa2b on obsa1b@1; 
dobsa2b by obsa2b@1; 
dobsa2b on obsa1b(c1b); 
 
obsa3b on meta2b@1; 
dobsa3b by meta3b@1; 
dobsa3b on meta2b(c1b); 
   
obsa4b on meta3b@1; 
dobsa4b by meta4b@1; 
dobsa4b on meta3b(c1b); 
   
obsc2b on obsc1b@1; 
dobsc2b by obsc2b@1; 
dobsc2b on obsc1b(c2b); 
   
obsc3b on obsc2b@1; 
dobsc3b by obsc3b@1; 
dobsc3b on obsc2b(c2b); 
   
obsc4b on obsc3b@1; 
dobsc4b by obsc4b@1; 
dobsc4b on obsc3b(c2b); 
 
meta2b on meta1b@1; 
dmeta2b by meta2b@1; 
dmeta2b on meta1b(c3b); 
 
meta3b on meta2b@1; 
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dmeta3w by meta3w@1; 
dmeta3w on meta2w(b3w); 
   
meta4w on meta3w@1; 
dmeta4w by meta4w@1; 
dmeta4w on meta3w(b3w); 
   
metc2w on metc1w@1; 
dmetc2w by metc2w@1; 
dmetc2w on metc1w(b4w); 
 
metc3w on metc2w@1; 
dmetc3w by metc3w@1; 
dmetc3w on metc2w(b4w); 
   
metc4w on metc3w@1; 
dmetc4w by metc4w@1; 
dmetc4w on metc3w(b4w); 
   
abt2w on abt1w@1; 
dabt2w by abt2w@1; 
dabt2w on abt1w(b5w); 
   
abt3w on abt2w@1; 
dabt3w by abt3w@1; 
dabt3w on abt2w(b5w); 
   
abt4w on abt3w@1; 
dabt4w by abt4w@1; 
dabt4w on abt3w(b5w); 
   
int2w on int1w@1; 
dint2w by int2w@1; 
dint2w on int1w(b6w); 
 
int3w on int2w@1; 
dint3w by int3w@1; 
dint3w on int2w(b6w); 
   
int4w on int3w@1; 
dint4w by int4w@1; 
dint4w on int3w(b6w); 
 
fdsk2w on fdsk1w@1; 
dfdsk2w by fdsk2w@1; 
dfdsk2w on fdsk1w(b7w); 
 
fdsk3w on fdsk2w@1; 
dfdsk3w by fdsk3w@1; 
dfdsk3w on fdsk2w(b7w); 
   

dmeta3b by meta3b@1; 
dmeta3b on meta2b(c3b); 
   
meta4b on meta3b@1; 
dmeta4b by meta4b@1; 
dmeta4b on meta3b(c3b); 
   
metc2b on metc1b@1; 
dmetc2b by metc2b@1; 
dmetc2b on metc1b(c4b); 
 
metc3b on metc2b@1; 
dmetc3b by metc3b@1; 
dmetc3b on metc2b(c4b); 
   
metc4b on metc3b@1; 
dmetc4b by metc4b@1; 
dmetc4b on metc3b(c4b); 
 
abt2b on abt1b@1; 
dabt2b by abt2b@1; 
dabt2b on abt1b(c5b); 
   
abt3b on abt2b@1; 
dabt3b by abt3b@1; 
dabt3b on abt2b(c5b); 
   
abt4b on abt3b@1; 
dabt4b by abt4b@1; 
dabt4b on abt3b(c5b); 
 
int2b on int1b@1; 
dint2b by int2b@1; 
dint2b on int1b(c6b); 
 
int3b on int2b@1; 
dint3b by int3b@1; 
dint3b on int2b(c6b); 
   
int4b on int3b@1; 
dint4b by int4b@1; 
dint4b on int3b(c6b); 
 
fdsk2b on fdsk1b@1; 
dfdsk2b by fdsk2b@1; 
dfdsk2b on fdsk1b(c7b); 
 
fdsk3b on fdsk2b@1; 
dfdsk3b by fdsk3b@1; 
dfdsk3b on fdsk2b(c7b); 
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fdsk4w on fdsk3w@1; 
dfdsk4w by fdsk4w@1; 
dfdsk4w on fdsk3w(b7w); 
   
ifsk2w on ifsk1w@1; 
difsk2w by ifsk2w@1; 
difsk2w on ifsk1w(b8w); 
 
ifsk3w on ifsk2w@1; 
difsk3w by ifsk3w@1; 
difsk3w on ifsk2w(b8w); 
   
ifsk4w on ifsk3w@1; 
difsk4w by ifsk4w@1; 
difsk4w on ifsk3w(b8w); 
 
! fixed variance of latent variables to zero 
   
obsa1w@0; obsa2w@0; 
obsa3w@0; obsa4w@0; 
obsc1w@0; obsc2w@0; 
obsc3w@0; obsc4w@0; 
meta1w@0; meta2w@0; 
meta3w@0; meta4w@0; 
metc1w@0; metc2w@0; 
metc3w@0; metc4w@0; 
abt1w@0; abt2w@0; 
abt3w@0; abt4w@0; 
int1w@0; int2w@0; 
int3w@0; int4w@0; 
fdsk1w@0; fdsk2w@0; 
fdsk3w@0; fdsk4w@0; 
ifsk1w@0; ifsk2w@0; 
ifsk3w@0; ifsk4w@0; 
 
! create latent initial values and slopes 
 
obsa_iw by  
 obsa1w@1; 
obsa_sw by  
 dobsa2w@1  
 dobsa3w@1  
 dobsa4w@1; 
 
obsc_iw by  
 obsc1w@1; 
obsc_sw by  
 dobsc2w@1  
 dobsc3w@1  
 dobsc4w@1; 
 

fdsk4b on fdsk3b@1; 
dfdsk4b by fdsk4b@1; 
dfdsk4b on fdsk3b(c7b); 
   
ifsk2b on ifsk1b@1; 
difsk2b by ifsk2b@1; 
difsk2b on ifsk1b(c8b); 
 
ifsk3b on ifsk2b@1; 
difsk3b by ifsk3b@1; 
difsk3b on ifsk2b(c8b); 
 
ifsk4b on ifsk3b@1; 
difsk4b by ifsk4b@1; 
difsk4b on ifsk3b(c8b); 
 
 
 
obsa1b@0; obsa2b@0; 
obsa3b@0; obsa4b@0; 
obsc1b@0; obsc2b@0; 
obsc3b@0; obsc4b@0; 
meta1b@0; meta2b@0; 
meta3b@0; meta4b@0; 
metc1b@0; metc2b@0; 
metc3b@0; metc4b@0; 
abt1b@0; abt2b@0; 
abt3b@0; abt4b@0; 
int1b@0; int2b@0; 
int3b@0; int4b@0; 
fdsk1b@0; fdsk2b@0; 
fdsk3b@0; fdsk4b@0; 
ifsk1b@0; ifsk2b@0; 
ifsk3b@0; ifsk4b@0; 
 
 
 
obsa_ib by  
 obsa1b@1; 
obsa_sb by  
 dobsa2b@1  
 dobsa3b@1  
 dobsa4b@1; 
 
obsc_ib by  
 obsc1b@1; 
obsc_sb by  
 dobsc2b@1  
 dobsc3b@1  
 dobsc4b@1; 
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meta_iw by  
 meta1w@1; 
meta_sw by  
 dmeta2w@1  
 dmeta3w@1  
 dmeta4w@1; 
 
metc_iw by  
 metc1w@1; 
metc_sw by  
 dmetc2w@1  
 dmetc3w@1  
 dmetc4w@1; 
 
abt_iw by  
 abt1w@1; 
abt_sw by  
 dabt2w@1  
 dabt3w@1  
 dabt4w@1; 
 
int_iw by  
 int1w@1; 
int_sw by  
 dint2w@1  
 dint3w@1  
 dint4w@1; 
 
fdsk_iw by  
 fdsk1w@1; 
fdsk_sw by  
 dfdsk2w@1  
 dfdsk3w@1  
 dfdsk4w@1; 
 
ifsk_iw by  
 ifsk1w@1; 
ifsk_sw by  
 difsk2w@1  
 difsk3w@1  
 difsk4w@1; 
 
! estimate variances of latent initial values 
and slopes 
 
obsa_iw; obsa_sw; 
obsc_iw; obsc_sw; 
meta_iw; meta_sw; 
metc_iw; metc_sw; 
abt_iw; abt_sw; 
int_iw; int_sw; 

meta_ib by  
 meta1b@1; 
meta_sb by  
 dmeta2b@1  
 dmeta3b@1  
 dmeta4b@1; 
 
metc_ib by  
 metc1b@1; 
metc_sb by  
 dmetc2b@1  
 dmetc3b@1  
 dmetc4b@1; 
 
abt_ib by  
 abt1b@1; 
abt_sb by  
 dabt2b@1  
 dabt3b@1  
 dabt4b@1; 
 
int_ib by  
 int1b@1; 
int_sb by  
 dint2b@1  
 dint3b@1  
 dint4b@1; 
 
fdsk_ib by  
 fdsk1b@1; 
fdsk_sb by  
 dfdsk2b@1  
 dfdsk3b@1  
 dfdsk4b@1; 
 
ifsk_ib by  
 ifsk1b@1; 
ifsk_sb by  
 difsk2b@1  
 difsk3b@1  
 difsk4b@1; 
 
 
 
 
obsa_ib; obsa_sb; 
obsc_ib; obsc_sb; 
meta_ib; meta_sb; 
metc_ib; metc_sb;  
abt_ib; abt_sb; 
int_ib; int_sb; 
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fdsk_iw; fdsk_sw; 
ifsk_iw; ifsk_sw; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
! fixed residual variances of latent change 
scores to zero 
 
dobsa2w@0; dobsa3w@0; dobsa4w@0;  
dobsc2w@0; dobsc3w@0; dobsc4w@0; 
dmeta2w@0; dmeta3w@0; dmeta4w@0;  
dmetc2w@0; dmetc3w@0; dmetc4w@0; 
dabt2w@0; dabt3w@0; dabt4w@0; 
dint2w@0; dint3w@0; dint4w@0; 
dfdsk2w@0; dfdsk3w@0; dfdsk4w@0; 
difsk2w@0; difsk3w@0; difsk4w@0; 
 
! Regression 

fdsk_ib; fdsk_sb; 
ifsk_ib; ifsk_sb; 
 
[obsa_ib obsc_ib  
meta_ib metc_ib  
abt_ib int_ib 
fdsk_ib ifsk_ib 
obsa_sb obsc_sb  
meta_sb metc_sb  
abt_sb int_sb 
fdsk_sb ifsk_sb]; 
 
[obsa1b@0 obsa2b@0  
obsa3b@0 obsa4b@0 
obsc1b@0 obsc2b@0  
obsc3b@0 obsc4b@0 
meta1b@0 meta2b@0  
meta3b@0 meta4b@0 
metc1b@0 metc2b@0  
metc3b@0 metc4b@0 
abt1b@0 abt2b@0  
abt3b@0 abt4b@0 
int1b@0 int2b@0  
int3b@0 int4b@0 
fdsk1b@0 fdsk2b@0  
fdsk3b@0 fdsk4b@0 
ifsk1b@0 ifsk2b@0  
ifsk3b@0 ifsk4b@0]; 
 
[dobsa2b@0 dobsa3b@0 dobsa4b@0 
dobsc2b@0 dobsc3b@0 dobsc4b@0 
dmeta2b@0 dmeta3b@0 dmeta4b@0 
dmetc2b@0 dmetc3b@0 dmetc4b@0 
dabt2b@0 dabt3b@0 dabt4b@0 
dint2b@0 dint3b@0 dint4b@0 
dfdsk2b@0 dfdsk3b@0 dfdsk4b@0 
difsk2b@0 difsk3b@0 difsk4b@0]; 
 
 
 
 
dobsa2b@0; dobsa3b@0; dobsa4b@0; 
dobsc2b@0; dobsc3b@0; dobsc4b@0; 
dmeta2b@0; dmeta3b@0; dmeta4b@0; 
dmetc2b@0; dmetc3b@0; dmetc4b@0; 
dabt2b@0; dabt3b@0; dabt4b@0; 
dint2b@0; dint3b@0; dint4b@0; 
dfdsk2b@0; dfdsk3b@0; dfdsk4b@0; 
difsk2b@0; difsk3b@0; difsk4b@0; 
 
! Regression 
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dabt2w on 
 obsa1w(oadabw) 
 obsc1w(ocdabw) 
 meta1w(madabw) 
 metc1w(mcdabw) 
 ; 
 
dabt3w on   
 obsa2w(oadabw) 
 obsc2w(ocdabw) 
 meta2w(madabw) 
 metc2w(mcdabw) 
 dobsa2w(doadabw) 
 dobsc2w(docdabw) 
 dmeta2w(dmadabw) 
 dmetc2w(dmcdabw) 
 ; 
  
dabt4w on   
 obsa3w(oadabw) 
 obsc3w(ocdabw) 
 meta3w(madabw) 
 metc3w(mcdabw) 
 dobsa3w(doadabw) 
 dobsc3w(docdabw) 
 dmeta3w(dmadabw) 
 dmetc3w(dmcdabw) 
 ; 
 
dint2w on   
 obsa1w(oadinw) 
 obsc1w(ocdinw) 
 meta1w(madinw) 
 metc1w(mcdinw) 
 ; 
 
dint3w on   
 obsa2w(oadinw) 
 obsc2w(ocdinw) 
 meta2w(madinw) 
 metc2w(mcdinw) 
 dobsa2w(doadinw) 
 dobsc2w(docdinw) 
 dmeta2w(dmadinw) 
 dmetc2w(dmcdinw) 
 ; 
  
dint4w on   
 obsa3w(oadinw) 
 obsc3w(ocdinw) 

 
dabt2b on 
 obsa1b(oadabb) 
 obsc1b(ocdabb) 
 meta1b(madabb) 
 metc1b(mcdabb) 
 ; 
 
dabt3b on   
 obsa2b(oadabb) 
 obsc2b(ocdabb) 
 meta2b(madabb) 
 metc2b(mcdabb) 
 dobsa2b(doadabb) 
 dobsc2b(docdabb) 
 dmeta2b(dmadabb) 
 dmetc2b(dmcdabb) 
 ; 
  
dabt4b on   
 obsa3b(oadabb) 
 obsc3b(ocdabb) 
 meta3b(madabb) 
 metc3b(mcdabb) 
 dobsa3b(doadabb) 
 dobsc3b(docdabb) 
 dmeta3b(dmadabb) 
 dmetc3b(dmcdabb) 
 ; 
 
dint2b on   
 obsa1b(oadinb) 
 obsc1b(ocdinb) 
 meta1b(madinb) 
 metc1b(mcdinb) 
 ; 
 
dint3b on   
 obsa2b(oadinb) 
 obsc2b(ocdinb) 
 meta2b(madinb) 
 metc2b(mcdinb) 
 dobsa2b(doadinb) 
 dobsc2b(docdinb) 
 dmeta2b(dmadinb) 
 dmetc2b(dmcdinb) 
 ; 
  
dint4b on   
 obsa3b(oadinb) 
 obsc3b(ocdinb) 
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 meta3w(madinw) 
 metc3w(mcdinw) 
 dobsa3w(doadinw) 
 dobsc3w(docdinw) 
 dmeta3w(dmadinw) 
 dmetc3w(dmcdinw) 
 ; 
 
dfdsk2w on 
 abt1w(abdfs1w) 
 int1w(indfs1w) 
 ; 
 
dfdsk3w on 
 obsa1w(oadfs1w) 
 obsc1w(ocdfs1w) 
 meta1w(madfs1w) 
 metc1w(mcdfs1w) 
 abt2w(abdfs1w) 
 int2w(indfs1w) 
 dabt2w(dabdfs1w) 
 dint2w(dindfs1w) 
 ; 
  
dfdsk4w on 
 obsa2w(oadfs1w) 
 obsc2w(ocdfs1w) 
 meta2w(madfs1w) 
 metc2w(mcdfs1w) 
 dobsa2w(doadfs1w) 
 dobsc2w(docdfs1w) 
 dmeta2w(dmadfs1w) 
 dmetc2w(dmcdfs1w) 
 abt3w(abdfs1w) 
 int3w(indfs1w) 
 dabt3w(dabdfs1w) 
 dint3w(dindfs1w) 
 ; 
 
difsk2w on 
 abt1w(abdfsw) 
 int1w(indfsw) 
 ; 
 
difsk3w on 
 obsa1w(oadfsw) 
 obsc1w(ocdfsw) 
 meta1w(madfsw) 
 metc1w(mcdfsw) 
 abt2w(abdfsw) 
 int2w(indfsw) 

 meta3b(madinb) 
 metc3b(mcdinb) 
 dobsa3b(doadinb) 
 dobsc3b(docdinb) 
 dmeta3b(dmadinb) 
 dmetc3b(dmcdinb) 
 ; 
 
dfdsk2b on 
 abt1b(abdfs1b) 
 int1b(indfs1b) 
 ; 
 
dfdsk3b on 
 obsa1b(oadfs1b) 
 obsc1b(ocdfs1b) 
 meta1b(madfs1b) 
 metc1b(mcdfs1b) 
 abt2b(abdfs1b) 
 int2b(indfs1b) 
 dabt2b(dabdfs1b) 
 dint2b(dindfs1b) 
 ; 
  
dfdsk4b on 
 obsa2b(oadfs1b) 
 obsc2b(ocdfs1b) 
 meta2b(madfs1b) 
 metc2b(mcdfs1b) 
 dobsa2b(doadfs1b) 
 dobsc2b(docdfs1b) 
 dmeta2b(dmadfs1b) 
 dmetc2b(dmcdfs1b) 
 abt3b(abdfs1b) 
 int3b(indfs1b) 
 dabt3b(dabdfs1b) 
 dint3b(dindfs1b) 
 ; 
 
difsk2b on 
 abt1b(abdfsb) 
 int1b(indfsb) 
 ; 
 
difsk3b on 
 obsa1b(oadfsb) 
 obsc1b(ocdfsb) 
 meta1b(madfsb) 
 metc1b(mcdfsb) 
 abt2b(abdfsb) 
 int2b(indfsb) 
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 dabt2w(dabdfsw) 
 dint2w(dindfsw) 
 ; 
  
difsk4w on 
 obsa2w(oadfsw) 
 obsc2w(ocdfsw) 
 meta2w(madfsw) 
 metc2w(mcdfsw) 
 dobsa2w(doadfsw) 
 dobsc2w(docdfsw) 
 dmeta2w(dmadfsw) 
 dmetc2w(dmcdfsw) 
 abt3w(abdfsw) 
 int3w(indfsw) 
 dabt3w(dabdfsw) 
 dint3w(dindfsw) 
 ; 

 dabt2b(dabdfsb) 
 dint2b(dindfsb) 
 ; 
  
difsk4b on 
 obsa2b(oadfsb) 
 obsc2b(ocdfsb) 
 meta2b(madfsb) 
 metc2b(mcdfsb) 
 dobsa2b(doadfsb) 
 dobsc2b(docdfsb) 
 dmeta2b(dmadfsb) 
 dmetc2b(dmcdfsb) 
 abt3b(abdfsb) 
 int3b(indfsb) 
 dabt3b(dabdfsb) 
 dint3b(dindfsb) 
 ; 
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Mplus Syntax of Model 2 

 
TITLE:  
Model 2 
DATA: 
file is data_study_2.csv; 
VARIABLE: 
NAMES ARE  aid size lgen lage ledu agen aage aedu  
 i1lobsa1 i1lobsa2 i1lobsa3 
   i2lobsa1 i2lobsa2 i2lobsa3 
   i3lobsa1 i3lobsa2 i3lobsa3 
   i4lobsa1 i4lobsa2 i4lobsa3 
   i1lobsc1 i1lobsc2 i1lobsc3 
   i2lobsc1 i2lobsc2 i2lobsc3 
   i3lobsc1 i3lobsc2 i3lobsc3 
   i4lobsc1 i4lobsc2 i4lobsc3 
 i1lmeta1 i1lmeta2 i1lmeta3 
 i2lmeta1 i2lmeta2 i2lmeta3 
 i3lmeta1 i3lmeta2 i3lmeta3 
 i4lmeta1 i4lmeta2 i4lmeta3 
 i1lmetc1 i1lmetc2 i1lmetc3 
 i2lmetc1 i2lmetc2 i2lmetc3 
 i3lmetc1 i3lmetc2 i3lmetc3 
 i4lmetc1 i4lmetc2 i4lmetc3 
 i1labt1 i1labt2 i1labt3 
 i2labt1 i2labt2 i2labt3 
 i3labt1 i3labt2 i3labt3 
 i4labt1 i4labt2 i4labt3 
 i1lint1 i1lint2 i1lint3 
 i2lint1 i2lint2 i2lint3 
 i3lint1 i3lint2 i3lint3 
 i4lint1 i4lint2 i4lint3 
 i1direc1 i1direc2 i1direc3 
 i2direc1 i2direc2 i2direc3 
 i3direc1 i3direc2 i3direc3 
 i4direc1 i4direc2 i4direc3 
 i1deleg1 i1deleg2 i1deleg3 
 i2deleg1 i2deleg2 i2deleg3 
 i3deleg1 i3deleg2 i3deleg3 
 i4deleg1 i4deleg2 i4deleg3 
 ; 
USEVARIABLES ARE 
 i1lobsa i2lobsa i3lobsa i4lobsa 
 i1lobsc i2lobsc i3lobsc i4lobsc 
 i1lmeta i2lmeta i3lmeta i4lmeta 
 i1lmetc i2lmetc i3lmetc i4lmetc 
 i1labt i2labt i3labt i4labt  
 i1lint i2lint i3lint i4lint 
 i1direc i2direc i3direc i4direc 
 i1deleg i2deleg i3deleg i4deleg 
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 ; 
ANALYSIS:  
PROCESSOR = 4; 
BOOTSTRAP=2000; 
H1ITERATIONS = 50000; 
DEFINE: 
i1lobsa = (i1lobsa1+ i1lobsa2+ i1lobsa3)/3; 
i2lobsa = (i2lobsa1+ i2lobsa2+ i2lobsa3)/3; 
i3lobsa = (i3lobsa1+ i3lobsa2+ i3lobsa3)/3; 
i4lobsa = (i4lobsa1+ i4lobsa2+ i4lobsa3)/3; 
i1lobsc = (i1lobsc1+ i1lobsc2+ i1lobsc3)/3; 
i2lobsc = (i2lobsc1+ i2lobsc2+ i2lobsc3)/3; 
i3lobsc = (i3lobsc1+ i3lobsc2+ i3lobsc3)/3; 
i4lobsc = (i4lobsc1+ i4lobsc2+ i4lobsc3)/3; 
i1lmeta = (i1lmeta1+ i1lmeta2+ i1lmeta3)/3; 
i2lmeta = (i2lmeta1+ i2lmeta2+ i2lmeta3)/3; 
i3lmeta = (i3lmeta1+ i3lmeta2+ i3lmeta3)/3; 
i4lmeta = (i4lmeta1+ i4lmeta2+ i4lmeta3)/3; 
i1lmetc = (i1lmetc1+ i1lmetc2+ i1lmetc3)/3; 
i2lmetc = (i2lmetc1+ i2lmetc2+ i2lmetc3)/3; 
i3lmetc = (i3lmetc1+ i3lmetc2+ i3lmetc3)/3; 
i4lmetc = (i4lmetc1+ i4lmetc2+ i4lmetc3)/3; 
i1labt = (i1labt1+ i1labt2+ i1labt3)/3; 
i2labt = (i2labt1+ i2labt2+ i2labt3)/3; 
i3labt = (i3labt1+ i3labt2+ i3labt3)/3; 
i4labt = (i4labt1+ i4labt2+ i4labt3)/3; 
i1lint = (i1lint1+ i1lint2+ i1lint3)/3; 
i2lint = (i2lint1+ i2lint2+ i2lint3)/3; 
i3lint = (i3lint1+ i3lint2+ i3lint3)/3; 
i4lint = (i4lint1+ i4lint2+ i4lint3)/3; 
i1direc = (i1direc1+ i1direc2+ i1direc3)/3; 
i2direc = (i2direc1+ i2direc2+ i2direc3)/3; 
i3direc = (i3direc1+ i3direc2+ i3direc3)/3; 
i4direc = (i4direc1+ i4direc2+ i4direc3)/3; 
i1deleg = (i1deleg1+ i1deleg2+ i1deleg3)/3; 
i2deleg = (i2deleg1+ i2deleg2+ i2deleg3)/3; 
i3deleg = (i3deleg1+ i3deleg2+ i3deleg3)/3; 
i4deleg = (i4deleg1+ i4deleg2+ i4deleg3)/3; 
MODEL:  
lobsa1w by i1lobsa; 
lobsa2w by i2lobsa; 
lobsa3w by i3lobsa; 
lobsa4w by i4lobsa; 
 
lobsc1w by i1lobsc; 
lobsc2w by i2lobsc; 
lobsc3w by i3lobsc; 
lobsc4w by i4lobsc; 
 
lmeta1w by i1lmeta; 
lmeta2w by i2lmeta; 
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lmeta3w by i3lmeta; 
lmeta4w by i4lmeta; 
         
labt1w by i1labt; 
labt2w by i2labt; 
labt3w by i3labt; 
labt4w by i4labt; 
        
lmetc1w by i1lmetc; 
lmetc2w by i2lmetc; 
lmetc3w by i3lmetc; 
lmetc4w by i4lmetc; 
         
lint1w by i1lint; 
lint2w by i2lint; 
lint3w by i3lint; 
lint4w by i4lint; 
        
direc1w by i1direc; 
direc2w by i2direc; 
direc3w by i3direc; 
direc4w by i4direc; 
 
deleg1w by i1deleg; 
deleg2w by i2deleg; 
deleg3w by i3deleg; 
deleg4w by i4deleg; 
 
i1lobsa(e1); i2lobsa(e1); i3lobsa(e1); i4lobsa(e1); 
i1lobsc(e2); i2lobsc(e2); i3lobsc(e2); i4lobsc(e2); 
i1lmeta(e3); i2lmeta(e3); i3lmeta(e3); i4lmeta(e3); 
i1lmetc(e4); i2lmetc(e4); i3lmetc(e4); i4lmetc(e4); 
i1labt(e5); i2labt(e5); i3labt(e5); i4labt(e5); 
i1lint(e6); i2lint(e6); i3lint(e6); i4lint(e6); 
i1direc(e7); i2direc(e7); i3direc(e7); i4direc(e7); 
i1deleg(e8); i2deleg(e8); i3deleg(e8); i4deleg(e8); 
 
! create latent change scores 
        
lobsa2w on lobsa1w@1; 
dlobsa2w by lobsa2w@1; 
dlobsa2w on lobsa1w(b1w); 
 
lobsa3w on lobsa2w@1; 
dlobsa3w by lobsa3w@1; 
dlobsa3w on lobsa2w(b1w); 
          
lobsa4w on lobsa3w@1; 
dlobsa4w by lobsa4w@1; 
dlobsa4w on lobsa3w(b1w); 
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lobsc2w on lobsc1w@1; 
dlobsc2w by lobsc2w@1; 
dlobsc2w on lobsc1w(b2w); 
          
lobsc3w on lobsc2w@1; 
dlobsc3w by lobsc3w@1; 
dlobsc3w on lobsc2w(b2w); 
          
lobsc4w on lobsc3w@1; 
dlobsc4w by lobsc4w@1; 
dlobsc4w on lobsc3w(b2w); 
        
lmeta2w on lmeta1w@1; 
dlmeta2w by lmeta2w@1; 
dlmeta2w on lmeta1w(b3w); 
 
lmeta3w on lmeta2w@1; 
dlmeta3w by lmeta3w@1; 
dlmeta3w on lmeta2w(b3w); 
          
lmeta4w on lmeta3w@1; 
dlmeta4w by lmeta4w@1; 
dlmeta4w on lmeta3w(b3w); 
          
lmetc2w on lmetc1w@1; 
dlmetc2w by lmetc2w@1; 
dlmetc2w on lmetc1w(b4w); 
 
lmetc3w on lmetc2w@1; 
dlmetc3w by lmetc3w@1; 
dlmetc3w on lmetc2w(b4w); 
          
lmetc4w on lmetc3w@1; 
dlmetc4w by lmetc4w@1; 
dlmetc4w on lmetc3w(b4w); 
          
labt2w on labt1w@1; 
dlabt2w by labt2w@1; 
dlabt2w on labt1w(b5w); 
          
labt3w on labt2w@1; 
dlabt3w by labt3w@1; 
dlabt3w on labt2w(b5w); 
          
labt4w on labt3w@1; 
dlabt4w by labt4w@1; 
dlabt4w on labt3w(b5w); 
          
lint2w on lint1w@1; 
dlint2w by lint2w@1; 
dlint2w on lint1w(b6w); 
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lint3w on lint2w@1; 
dlint3w by lint3w@1; 
dlint3w on lint2w(b6w); 
          
lint4w on lint3w@1; 
dlint4w by lint4w@1; 
dlint4w on lint3w(b6w); 
          
direc2w on direc1w@1; 
ddirec2w by direc2w@1; 
ddirec2w on direc1w(b7w); 
 
direc3w on direc2w@1; 
ddirec3w by direc3w@1; 
ddirec3w on direc2w(b7w); 
          
direc4w on direc3w@1; 
ddirec4w by direc4w@1; 
ddirec4w on direc3w(b7w); 
          
deleg2w on deleg1w@1; 
ddeleg2w by deleg2w@1; 
ddeleg2w on deleg1w(b8w); 
 
deleg3w on deleg2w@1; 
ddeleg3w by deleg3w@1; 
ddeleg3w on deleg2w(b8w); 
          
deleg4w on deleg3w@1; 
ddeleg4w by deleg4w@1; 
ddeleg4w on deleg3w(b8w); 
 
! fixed variance of latent variables to zero 
          
lobsa1w@0; lobsa2w@0; lobsa3w@0; lobsa4w@0; 
lobsc1w@0; lobsc2w@0; lobsc3w@0; lobsc4w@0; 
lmeta1w@0; lmeta2w@0; lmeta3w@0; lmeta4w@0; 
lmetc1w@0; lmetc2w@0; lmetc3w@0; lmetc4w@0; 
labt1w@0; labt2w@0; labt3w@0; labt4w@0; 
lint1w@0; lint2w@0; lint3w@0; lint4w@0; 
direc1w@0; direc2w@0; direc3w@0; direc4w@0; 
deleg1w@0; deleg2w@0; deleg3w@0; deleg4w@0; 
 
! create latent initial values and slopes 
 
lobsa_iw by lobsa1w@1; 
lobsa_sw by dlobsa2w@1 dlobsa3w@1 dlobsa4w@1; 
        
lobsc_iw by lobsc1w@1; 
lobsc_sw by dlobsc2w@1 dlobsc3w@1 dlobsc4w@1; 
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lmeta_iw by lmeta1w@1; 
lmeta_sw by dlmeta2w@1 dlmeta3w@1 dlmeta4w@1; 
        
lmetc_iw by lmetc1w@1; 
lmetc_sw by dlmetc2w@1 dlmetc3w@1 dlmetc4w@1; 
        
labt_iw by labt1w@1; 
labt_sw by dlabt2w@1 dlabt3w@1 dlabt4w@1; 
 
lint_iw by lint1w@1; 
lint_sw by dlint2w@1 dlint3w@1 dlint4w@1; 
        
direc_iw by direc1w@1; 
direc_sw by ddirec2w@1 ddirec3w@1 ddirec4w@1; 
        
deleg_iw by deleg1w@1; 
deleg_sw by ddeleg2w@1 ddeleg3w@1 ddeleg4w@1; 
 
! estimate variances of latent intial values and slopes 
        
lobsa_iw; lobsa_sw; lobsc_iw; lobsc_sw; 
lmeta_iw; lmeta_sw;lmetc_iw;lmetc_sw; 
labt_iw; labt_sw; lint_iw; lint_sw; 
direc_iw; direc_sw; deleg_iw; deleg_sw; 
 
[lobsa_iw lobsa_sw lobsc_iw lobsc_sw 
lmeta_iw lmeta_sw lmetc_iw lmetc_sw 
labt_iw labt_sw lint_iw lint_sw 
direc_iw direc_sw deleg_iw deleg_sw]; 
 
[i1lobsa@0 i2lobsa@0 i3lobsa@0 i4lobsa@0 
i1lobsc@0 i2lobsc@0 i3lobsc@0 i4lobsc@0 
i1lmeta@0 i2lmeta@0 i3lmeta@0 i4lmeta@0 
i1lmetc@0 i2lmetc@0 i3lmetc@0 i4lmetc@0 
i1labt@0 i2labt@0 i3labt@0 i4labt@0 
i1lint@0 i2lint@0 i3lint@0 i4lint@0 
i1direc@0 i2direc@0 i3direc@0 i4direc@0 
i1deleg@0 i2deleg@0 i3deleg@0 i4deleg@0 
dlobsa2w@0 dlobsa3w@0 dlobsa4w@0 
dlobsc2w@0 dlobsc3w@0 dlobsc4w@0 
dlmeta2w@0 dlmeta3w@0 dlmeta4w@0 
dlmetc2w@0 dlmetc3w@0 dlmetc4w@0 
dlabt2w@0 dlabt3w@0 dlabt4w@0 
dlint2w@0 dlint3w@0 dlint4w@0 
ddirec2w@0 ddirec3w@0 ddirec4w@0 
ddeleg2w@0 ddeleg3w@0 ddeleg4w@0]; 
 
! fixed residual variances of latent change scores to zero 
        
dlobsa2w@0; dlobsa3w@0; dlobsa4w@0; 
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dlobsc2w@0; dlobsc3w@0; dlobsc4w@0; 
dlmeta2w@0; dlmeta3w@0; dlmeta4w@0; 
dlmetc2w@0; dlmetc3w@0; dlmetc4w@0; 
dlabt2w@0; dlabt3w@0; dlabt4w@0; 
dlint2w@0; dlint3w@0; dlint4w@0; 
ddirec2w@0; ddirec3w@0; ddirec4w@0; 
ddeleg2w@0; ddeleg3w@0; ddeleg4w@0; 
 
! Regression 
        
dlabt2w on 
 lobsa1w(oadabw) 
 lobsc1w(ocdabw) 
 lmeta1w(madabw) 
 lmetc1w(mcdabw) 
 ; 
    
dlabt3w on   
 lobsa2w(oadabw) 
 lobsc2w(ocdabw) 
 lmeta2w(madabw) 
 lmetc2w(mcdabw) 
 dlobsa2w(doadabw) 
 dlobsc2w(docdabw) 
 dlmeta2w(dmadabw) 
 dlmetc2w(dmcdabw) 
 ; 
     
dlabt4w on   
 lobsa3w(oadabw) 
 lobsc3w(ocdabw) 
 lmeta3w(madabw) 
 lmetc3w(mcdabw) 
 dlobsa3w(doadabw) 
 dlobsc3w(docdabw) 
 dlmeta3w(dmadabw) 
 dlmetc3w(dmcdabw) 
 ; 
 
dlint2w on   
 lobsa1w(oadinw) 
 lobsc1w(ocdinw) 
 lmeta1w(madinw) 
 lmetc1w(mcdinw) 
 ; 
    
dlint3w on   
 lobsa2w(oadinw) 
 lobsc2w(ocdinw) 
 lmeta2w(madinw) 
 lmetc2w(mcdinw) 
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 dlobsa2w(doadinw) 
 dlobsc2w(docdinw) 
 dlmeta2w(dmadinw) 
 dlmetc2w(dmcdinw) 
 ; 
     
dlint4w on   
 lobsa3w(oadinw) 
 lobsc3w(ocdinw) 
 lmeta3w(madinw) 
 lmetc3w(mcdinw) 
 dlobsa3w(doadinw) 
 dlobsc3w(docdinw) 
 dlmeta3w(dmadinw) 
 dlmetc3w(dmcdinw) 
 ; 
    
ddirec2w on 
 labt1w(abddiw) 
 lint1w(inddiw) 
 ; 
    
ddirec3w on 
 lobsa1w(oaddiw) 
     lobsc1w(ocddiw) 
 lmeta1w(maddiw) 
     lmetc1w(mcddiw) 
 labt2w(abddiw) 
 lint2w(inddiw) 
 dlabt2w(dabddiw) 
 dlint2w(dinddiw) 
 ; 
     
ddirec4w on 
 lobsa2w(oaddiw) 
 lobsc2w(ocddiw) 
 lmeta2w(maddiw) 
 lmetc2w(mcddiw) 
 dlobsa2w(doaddiw) 
 dlobsc2w(docddiw) 
 dlmeta2w(dmaddiw) 
 dlmetc2w(dmcddiw) 
 labt3w(abddiw) 
 lint3w(inddiw) 
 dlabt3w(dabddiw) 
 dlint3w(dinddiw) 
 ; 
 
ddeleg2w on 
 labt1w(abddew) 
 lint1w(inddew) 
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 ; 
    
ddeleg3w on 
 lobsa1w(oaddew) 
     lobsc1w(ocddew) 
 lmeta1w(maddew) 
     lmetc1w(mcddew) 
 labt2w(abddew) 
 lint2w(inddew) 
 dlabt2w(dabddew) 
 dlint2w(dinddew) 
 ; 
     
ddeleg4w on 
 lobsa2w(oaddew) 
 lobsc2w(ocddew) 
 lmeta2w(maddew) 
 lmetc2w(mcddew) 
 dlobsa2w(doaddew) 
 dlobsc2w(docddew) 
 dlmeta2w(dmaddew) 
 dlmetc2w(dmcddew) 
 labt3w(abddew) 
 lint3w(inddew) 
 dlabt3w(dabddew) 
     dlint3w(dinddew) 
     ; 
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